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Abstract 
The Krohn- Rhodes Theorem shows that any finite semigroup S can be built by cascading 
(via wreath product) the simple groups which divide S with trivial combinatorial “flip-flops”. 
The complexity of a semigroup is essentially the length of a shortest such decomposition 
(counting alternations of groups). It is an important open question whether complexity of finite 
semigroups is decidable. 
In this paper, after reviewing some local and semi-local structure theory of finite semigroups 
which distills the insights of the Rees-Sushkevych Theorem, we prove the Presentation Lemma. 
The Presentation Lemma gives a characterization of complexity n in terms of semi-local 
mapping properties and relational morphisms to transformation semigroups of lower complex- 
ity. Thus the Presentation Lemma is a bridge linking the local Green-Rees-Sushkevych 
coordinate picture of a single J-class to the global properties of the semigroup. 
As an application, we derive sufficient conditions for complexity of a finite semigroup S to be 
effectively computable by examining its local subsemigroups (those of the form eSe where 
ez = e E S). The Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem, proved via the Presentation Lemma, 
and its corollaries enable one to determine the complexity of a large class of examples. A simple 
application of the Presentation Lemma also allows us to recover Tilson’s theorem that the 
complexity of semigroups with two or fewer non-zero J-classes is effectively computable. 
Conditions, in terms of subsemigroups, guaranteeing parallelizability of computation are also 
obtained. 
A counterexample constructed using deep insights obtained from the Presentation Lemma 
shows that complexity need not be locally determined. Also a reformulation of the Presentation 
Lemma in the language of categories and functors is given. The Presentation Lemma will be 
used in future papers as a tool to attack the decidability of complexity and for constructing 
pseudo-varieties of semigroups with undecidable membership problem from those with decid- 
able membership problem using the pseudo-variety operations 0, *, *‘, and m. 
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1. Introduction 
The first two sections of this paper provide a rapid review of the machinery required 
for the Presentation Lemma and the results of later sections. We outline algebraic 
decomposition and complexity theory of finite semigroups (global theory) in this 
section. The next section recalls the local theory, comprising the Green-Rees-Sush- 
kevych description of a regular J-class, and then proceeds to semi-local results arising 
naturally from asking, What does the Rees-Sushkevych Theorem imply about the 
global picture? For the reader’s convenience, references to the literature or detailed 
proofs of some of the less well-known results and techniques are included. The reader 
need not have extensive background in semigroup theory - an acquaintance with the 
Green relations should suffice. So, modulo a few citations of well-known theorems, 
this paper is essentially self-contained, and the first two sections may be used as an 
introduction to complexity and global semigroup theory. Section 6 on parallelizabil- 
ity and subsemigroups may be read immediately following Section 1. 
Background on algebraic theory of semigroups is available from [l, 8, 5, 71. The 
further development of semi-local theory can be found in [7, Chs. 7 and 81. For global 
theory and applications, some good references are [7, 8, 23. 
1. I. Decomposition and complexity of finite semigroups 
Definition 1.1. A transformation semigroup (X, S) consists of a semigroup S acting on 
the right of a set X. In this paper, X and S will always be finite. We do not require that 
the action is faithful; that is, two distinct elements of S may determine the same map 
on X. The action is required to be fully defined. Equivalently, (X,S) is a homomor- 
phism from S into the semigroup of all functions (acting) on (the right 
of) x. 
Definition 1.2. Given transformation semigroups (X, S) and (Y, T), their wreath 
product (X, S) 0 (Y, T) is the transformation semigroup (X x Y, S’xl T), where S’xl T 
(which is also denoted (X, S)w(Y, T) in the literature) is a semidirect product with 
multiplication 
(5 t)(g, t’) = (f(-M-0, tt’). 
Thus the semigroup of the wreath product consists of all mappings of X x Y, such that 
the action on the Y coordinate is given by an element of T, independent of the X and 
Y coordinates, and such that the mapping on the X coordinate is given by an element 
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on S depending only on the Y coordinate. The wreath product is easily shown to be 
associative on the class of all transformation semigroups. 
Definition 1.3. A relational morphism (Y, S) 3 (X, T) of transformation semigroups is 
a pair of multi-valued functions l3: Y + X and cp : S + T satisfying: 
‘ 
For each y E Y, s E S, if x E B(y) and t E q(s) then x.t E O(y.s). 
If t E q(s), t’ E q(s), then tt’ E cp(ss’). 
It follows that the set of pairs q~ c S x T is a subsemigroup of S x T projecting onto S. 
If 13 and cp are surjective, then 8- ’ and cp-l constitute a relational morphism from 
(X, T) to (Y, S). Fig. 1 is a fiberwise picture of a relational morphism. A morphism of 
transformation semigroups is a relational morphism such that cp and 8 are both 
single-valued, i.e. are functions. A morphism for which cp and 8 are injective is an 
embedding of transformation semigroups. If there is an embedding from (X, S) to 
(Y, T), write (X, S) I (Y, T). 
Definition 1.4. A transformation semigroup (X, S) divides another (Y, T) if there is 
a (2, T’) I (Y, T) and a surjective morphism of transformation semigroups 
(2, T’) -H (X, S). We then write (X, S) -C (Y, T). Similarly, a semigroup S divides 





Fig. 1. Relational morphism restricted to S-‘(x). 
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another semigroup T, if S is a homomorphic image of a subsemigroup of T. Division 
is easily shown to be a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation on isomorphism 
classes of finite transformation semigroups, and to satisfy 
A<BandC<D =z- AoC<BoD, 
for all transformation semigroups A, B, C, D. For explicit verification of these and 
related results, see [7, 2, 131. 
Remark. A relational morphism is a division iff O(x)nO(x’) # 8 implies x = x’ and 
cp(s)ncp(s’) # 8 implies s = s’ for all x, x’ E X, s, s’ E S. 
The finite semigroup S is called aperiodic if all its subgroups have cardinality one. 
A homomorphism cp: S-tt T is called aperiodic if q-‘(e) is aperiodic for each 
idempotent e* = e of T. Equivalently, cp is aperiodic iff cp is injective when restricted to 
each subgroup of S. 
The Krohn-Rhodes Theorem [7, 21 states that any faithful finite transformation 
semigroup (X,S) divides an alternating wreath product of transformation groups 
(Xi, Gi) and aperiodic transformation semigroups (Yi, Ai); or in symbols’ 
(X,S)+(Y, T)I(Y,,A,)“(X,,G,)o(Y,-,,A,-,)o a*. (Y~,A,)~(X,,G,)O(Y,,A,). 
(1.1) 
The least n for which such a decomposition exists is called the group complexity of 
(X, S) and denoted (X, S)c. Thus (X, S)c is the least number of non-trivial groups which 
can be alternatingly cascaded with aperiodics to construct (X, S). The number (X, S)c 
does not actually depend on the faithful action of S on X, but only on the semigroup S. 
Let S’ = SW{ l} be the smallest monoid containing S. Letting S act on the right of S’ by 
multiplication, we have a faithful transformation semigroup (S’,S). We now define the 
group complexity of a semigroup S by 
SC:= (S’, S)c. 
We write S for (S’, S) when no confusion can result. In considering complexity we shall 
often not distinguish between S and faithful (X,S), since these have the same group 
complexity. For example, the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition (1.1) is written in this 
notation as 
Su- T I A,~G,~A,_l~...~Al~G1~Ao, 
where the sets on which Ai or Gi act faithfully have been suppressed. 
‘The Krohn-Rhodes Theorem also guarantees the existence of such a decomposition with each Gi a wreath 
product of simple groups which divide S, and each Ai a wreath product of flip-flops. The flip-flop is the 
transformation semigroup having two states a, b acted on by the three element semigroup consisting of the 
identity and two constant maps. 
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The Krohn-Rhodes Theorem leads to the notion of complexity. A complexity measure 
for transformation semigroups is an assignment f: Faithful Transformation Semi- 
groups -+ N (to each faithful finite transformation semigroup assign a non-negative 
integer) satisfying the following complexity axioms: 
1. If X is aperiodic, then Xf = 0. 
2. If X is a non-trivial group, then Xf = 1. 
3. If X divides Y, then Xf< Yf: 
4. (YoX)fl Yf+ xf: 
5. (YxX)f=max(Yf,Xf). 
6. If g satisfies l-5, then Xg I Xffor all X. 
The Krohn-Rhodes Theorem implies that any transformation semigroups can be built 
from parts of complexity 0 (aperiodics) and 1 (non-trivial groups). It is immediate that Xc, 
as defined above in terms of shortest Krohn-Rhodes decompositions (l.l), satisfies 
axioms 1-4. 
Axiom 5 can easily be verifled for c by showing that X x Y divides the wreath product 
of the products of corresponding roups and aperiodics in minimal decompositions of 
X and Y. If g satisfies l-5 and X is a transformation semigroup, let us take 
a Krohn-Rhodes decomposition for X with minimal ength 
X < A,,oG~oA,,_~~ ..*~G1~Ao, 
then, by definition of c we have Xc = n, and from the axioms 14. 
XgIA,g+G,,g+A,-ig+ *.. +Grg+Aog=n, 
so c satisfies axiom 6. Furthermore c is the unique solution to 1-6, for if f were another 
then by two applications of axiom 6, 
xc I xj-5 xc. 
Further details on complexity may be found in [2, Ch. 12; lo]. See also [7] for general 
information and background in decomposition theory of finite semigroups. 
I. 2. Main theorems of complexity 
In this paper we consider circumstances for which group complexity of a finite 
semigroup Smay be computed from the complexity of local subsemigroups eSe, where e is 
an idempotent in S. First we recall some results which will be useful. Results tated but not 
proved in this subsection are in T&on’s Chs. 11 and 12 of [2]. 
Definition 15. Let J1, . . . ,J. be the J-classes of S which are maximal in the J-order 
among J-classes containing non-trivial subgroups. Let E be a set of idempotents, 
consisting of exactly one idempotent from each Ji. The subsemigroup ESE is called 
a reduction of a semigroup S. The importance of reductions tems from the following. 
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Reduction ‘Iheorem (Rhodes-Tilson). Zf T is a reduction of a semigroup S, then S divides 
T’ 0 A, where A is aperiodic. 
Remark. The Reduction Theorem still holds true even if we allow some of the e E E to be 
contained in .J;s which have only trivial subgroups, as long as no non-trivial group is 
J-above the Jis. 
Corollary 1.1. If T is a reduction of S, then SC = Tc. 
Proof. From the complexity axioms, it follows that 
TcISCI(T’~A)CI T’c+Ac=Tc+O. 0 
The Fundamental Lemma of Complexity due to Rhodes states that an aperiodic 
surmorphism preserves complexity: 
Fundamental Lemma of Complexity. Ifs% T is aperiodic, then SC = Tc. 
Corollary 1.2. If S-W Tl x ... x T, is an aperiodic surmorphism, then SC= 
max(T,c, . . . , T,,c). 
Proof. This follows from the Fundamental Lemma of Complexity and axiom 5. 0 
This corollary is actually equivalent to the Fundamental Lemma of Complexity, as is 
seen by taking n = 1. Another equivalent formulation [7, Ch. 9, Corollary 3.41 is 
Corollary 13. If I is an aperiodic ideal of S, then SC = (S/I)c. 
Hence, a strengthening by Tilson [2, Ch. 123 of the Fundamental Lemma of Complex- 
ity is given by the following. 
Ideal Theorem. If Z is an ideal in the semigroup S and cp: S + S/I is the quotient morphism, 
then 
SC I (S/Z)c + Ic. 
In [l l] a local complexity function # is considered which adds a seventh axiom: 
7. #(S)=max{#(eSe)leZ=e~S}. 
It is shown in [ll, 43 how to compute # in terms of subsemigroups of S. Since c is 
pointwise the largest function satisfying 1-6, we know that # (S) I SC for all S. It had 
been conjectured in the late 1960s that complexity is local (since it is true in the 
union-of-groups or completely regular case [7, Ch. 91): 
Sc = max { (eSe)c 1 ez = e E S}. (*) 
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Guided by the Presentation Lemma, Rhodes [93 discovered a four non-zero J-class 
semigroup with (*) false, but in many useful cases (*) is true. We now consider more closely 
in which cases the conjecture (*) is true or false. In particular, we will demonstrate the 
following: 
Theorem 1.4. The conjecture (*) is true in the following cases. 
(1) among the J-classes containing non-trivial groups there exists a unique maximal one, 
(2) the almost-disjoint union of monoids case (see Dejinition 5.2), 
(3) the overlapping monoids case (see Section 6), 
(4) three or fewer non-zero J-classes (fur an explicit four J-class counterexample see 
Section 8), 
(5) semigroups S for which SC = # (S), and 
(6) ifs is a union-of-groups (or completely regular) semigroup. 
Proof. Case (1) follows from the Reduction Theorem: (eSe)c = SC, since eSe is a reduction 
of S, where e is an idempotent in the maximal J-class containing a non-trivial group. 
Case (2) is considered in Section 5 of this paper and case (4) will follow from Corollary 5.4 
of the Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem below. Case (3) is the content of the Overlap- 
ping Monoids Theorem of Section 6 (which is independent of the Presentation Lemma). 
A four J-class semigroup showing (*) is false is given in Section 8 along with direct 
proofs using the Presentation Lemma that SC = 2 but #(S) = 1. 
Case (5) involves local complexity and is shown to hold by using the axiom added for 
# : If SC = #(S), then we have 
SC = # (8 =(Ax7) max{#(eSe)Ie’=eES} 
<(Ax(j) {(eSe)c 1e2 = e E s} <(Ax3)Sc. 
Case (6) is handled in Ch. 9 of [7]. 0 
2 Local and Semi-Local Theory 
2.1. Green-Rees-Sushkevych coordinates on a J-class 
If J is a regular J-class of S, then the Rees-Sushkevych Theorem describes the local 
structure of J in terms of “local coordinates”. Let A and B be sets, G a group and 
a function C: B x A -+ Go. View C as a IBI x IA) matrix with entries in Go. Call the matrix 
C regular if each row and each column has at least one non-zero entro. Here Go is the 
semigroup formed by taking the disjoint union of G and {0}, and extending the 
multiplication of G by Og = g0 = 00 = 0 for all g E G. For an introduction to the Green 
relations J, R, L, etc. the reader is referred to Cl, 8, 5, 71. 
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If C is regular, we may form a Rees matrix semigroup &‘(G, A, B; C) consisting of zero 
and the set of triples A x G x B with multiplication 
C4g,~l.Ca’,g’,b’l = 
[a, gC(b, u’)g’, b’] if C(b, a’) # 0, 
() otherwise 
and O.[a,g,b] = [u,g,b].O = O-0 = 0. If we regard the element [u,g,b] as an IAl xlB1 
matrix with g in the entry at row a, column b and zeroes elsewhere, this multiplication is 
Ca,g,bl*Ca’,g’,b’l = C~,g,blCCa’,g’,b’l. 
where the right-hand side is computed by matrix multiplication. 
Rees-Sushkevych Theorem. Let J be a regular J-class of u$nite semigroup S, and define 
a multiplication on Jo = JuO by letting 
” = 0 i 
xy ifxy~J, 
otherwise. 
Let A denote the set of R-classes of J, B denote the set of L-classes of J, G denote a maximal 
subgroup contained in J. Then there is a regular function C: B x A + Go such that 
Jo r &‘(G, A, B; C). 
The A’s (R-classes of J) in the Rees-Sushkevych Theorem are referred to as left letters 
since they occur as the left coordinates in the triples. The B’s (L-classes of J) are called 
right letters. The center coordinate is called the group coordinate. 
We shall need the following well-known surmorphism lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let cp: S1 -N S2 be a surmorphism. Let J2 be a J-class of Sz. Zf J1 is minimal (in 
the J-order) among J-classes intersecting cps1(J2), then cp(J,) = J2. If J2 is regular, then J1 
is regular and is the unique minimal J-class contained in cp-‘(Jz). 
Proof. Let I denote the ideal S; J1 S; of Si. By sujectivity q(l) is an ideal of S2. 
cp(Z)nJ, # 8, so J2 c_ q(Z). By minimality of J1, cp(Z\J,) does not intersect J2, so 
necessarily cp(J,) = J2. Next suppose that J2 is regular. Then choose e2 = e E J2. Let 
s E J1 be a pre-image of e. For some positive n, s” is idempotent, and cp(s”) = e” = e. But 
s’ $s. So by minimality of Jt, 9 is an indempotent in Jt. So J1 is regular. 
If J; were another minimal J-class intersecting cp - ‘(J2), then cp(J;) = J2 and by 
regularity of J2, we have J2 E J$ = cp(Jt)cp(J\) = rp(JtJ;). But if J1 # J;, then 
J1 J; <.,J1, so minimality of J1 implies rp(Jt J;)nJ2 = 8, a contradiction. We must 
conclude J1 = J;. 0 
We call a function cp: J + S from a J-class into a semigroup S, a local homomorphism if 
for all x, y E J, cp(xy) = cp(x)cp(y) whenever xy E J. Of course, restrictions of homomor- 
phisms to J-classes are local homomorphisms. 
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Notation. If g lies in a group G, then S denotes the inverse of g. Also, if f: X --) G is 
a function taking values in a group, denote f(x) by 3(x). 
Using Green-Rees-Sushkevych oordinates, one obtains an explicit description of the 
local structure of homomorphisms and local homomorphisms. 
Lemma 2.2 (Local coordinates for homomorphisms). Let J be a regular J-class of& write 
Jo g _&“(G, A, B; C) as in the Rees-Sushkevych Theorem. For a local homomorphism 
cp: J --t T, let J’ denote the J-class of T containing q(J) and choose coordinates 
So 2 &‘O(G’, A’, B’; C’). 
We have an expression for cp restricted to J in local coordinates: namely there exist 
functions 1: A + G’, 6: B + G’, a: A + A’, /?:B + G’, and a homomorphism o: G -+ G’ such 
that 
cpCa> g, bl = C44 ~W4dW)~ P(b)1 
and such that 
ifC(b,a) # 0, then C’@(b), a(a)) = G(b)o(C(b, a))L(a). 
Furthermore ifq is the restriction of a surmorphism cp: S -H T and J is the minimal J-class 
of S intersecting cp- ‘(J’), then q(J) = J’ and a, /? and w are surjective. In that case, we may 
choose R = 6 E 1 and C’@(b), a(a)) = w(C(b, a)) always holds (where w(0) = 0). 
This is not difficult to prove, see for example [7, pp. 163-165). 
2.2. Semi-local theory: Think globalb, act locally 
Semi-local theory studies the relationship of the entire semigroup S to its regular 
J-classes. The Rees matrix representation provides us with a line of attack, since there are 
natural eft and right actions of S on Jo. In fact, these actions are expressed in a natural 
wreath product, see Corollary 2.4(2). Identify the elements of a regular J with the 
corresponding elements of a Rees matrix semigroup &! ‘(G, A, B; C). Let b E B. Since C is 
regular, there is an a0 E A, such that C(b,ao) = go # 0. One easily checks directly by 
multiplying that e = Lao, go, b] is idempotent and that [a,g, b]e = [a, g, b] for all a E A, 
g E G. Note that the latter property of e depends on b, and not on a or g. 
For every s E S, if es E J, we choose al E A, S(b) E G, and b. s E B, such that es = [aI, 
g&b), b * s]. Actually then al = ao, since es I R e, and thus esRe. If es $ J, define g(b) = 0 
and b. s = 0. Also let g(O) = 0. s = 0. Thus we have defined two functions 
.s:BO+Bo, s”: B” + Go. 
If es$J, then [a, g, b] s = [a, g, b]es$J. If es does lie in J, then we have 
[a, 9, bl s = Ca, 9, bl es 
= [a, 9, bl Cao 3 ZW, b . ~1 
= La, gW, ao%$@), b * ~1 
= [a,gg(b), b.s] as C(b, ao) = go. 
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The functions . s and S depend only on s and e, hence only on s and the right letters b (but 
not a!), yet by the last equation they completely describe the action of right multiplication 
by s on all triples [a, g, b] (where we write [a, g, b] . s = 0, for b. s = 0). We now have 
a complete description of the right action of S on Jo in terms of Green-Rees-Sushkevych 
coordinates. (Note this is a wreath product action.) 
In particular, there is a well-defined action of S on B” given by s. Write (B’, S) for the 
associated (generally not faithful) transformation semigroup. Also note that b. s = 0 if and 
if s”(b) = 0. 
Let s E t iff for all b E B”, b.s = b* t. For a regular J-class J, define the right letter 
mapping semigroup ofJ in S to be R,(S) = S/s . Then R,(S) acts faithfully on the set B”. 
(Dually, one may obtain the left letter mapping semigroup, which is the homomorphic 
image of S with faithful action on A’, induced by making faithful the natural well- 
&fined(!) action of S on the set consisting of zero and the R-classes of J.) From Rees’ 
Theorem, it follows that the O-minimal ideal of R,(S) consists of maps which are constant 
except hat they may also take the value 0. It follows that R.,(S) satisfies the following: (1) 
R,(S) has unique regular O-minimal ideal containing only trivial groups and (2) R.,(S) acts 
faithfully on the right of its own minimal ideal. Call any semigroup satisfying (1) and (2) 
a right letter mapping semigroup.’ 
Corresponding to the group coordinate of a regular J-class containing a non-trivial 
group, we have the notion of the group-mapping semigroup for J in S, define an equivalence 
relation on S via 
s=s’ilTforallx,yEJO, xsy=xs’y 
(where we understand OS = SO = 0 and ab = 0 if ab$J). This is clearly a congruence on S. 
Define r,(S) to be S/ = and for the associated homomorphism write 
r, : s --H T,(S). 
Lemma 2.3. The following hold: 
(i) r, is injective when restricted to any subgroup of J. 
(ii) Let J1, . . . , J, denote the J-classes of S having non-trivial subgroups. Define 
a homomorphismfrom S to nl= ,Z’&$ by f(s) = (Z,,(s), . . . , TJa(s)). 
Then let SGM = Z(S), and Z: S -N SGM is an aperiodic surmorphism. 
(iii) Either S contains only trivial groups (and so SC = 0) or there exists a J-class J such 
that (r,(s))c = SC. 
(iv) In Z’,(S), the image of J under r, is itselfa J-class, J’ = Z,(J) is such that Z = J’u{O} 
or Z = J’ is a unique O-minimal ideal, and J is J-least among the J-classes whose images lie in 
J . 
(v) Z,(S) acts faithfully on both the left and right of its O-minimal ideal I. 
‘We remark that the notation of [7] differs from ours: namely our R,(s) and FJ(S) correspond to their RLM,(S’) 
and GM,(S) respectively. 
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Proof. (i) Let H be a subgroup of .Z with s, s’ E H and s = s’. Let 1 denote the identity 
element of H. Taking x = y = 1, by definition of Z,, then s = xsy = xs’y = s’. 
(ii) Let H be any subgroup of S. If H has only one element hen Z restricted to H is 
certainly injective. Otherwise H lies in some J with ZJ injective on H by (i), so Z is also 
injective on H. 
(iii) By (ii) and the Fundamental Lemma of Complexity, SC = (SGM)c; but complexity 
of a product is the maximum complexity of the factors, so SCM I 
maxyE T,,(S)c = T&S)c, some .Z = Ji. If S has no non-trivial groups, then S is aperiodic 
and has complexity zero. 
(iv) Z,(J) lies in some non-zero regular J-class J’ of T,(S). NOW if Ji &J, then r,(Ji) is 
clearly zero, so J is least among J-classes whose image is non-zero. So J is J-minimal 
among J-classes whose image intersects J’. Hence by Lemma 2.1, J is the unique 
J-minimal J-class in inverse image of J’ and q(J) = J’. It follows easily that Z = cp(.Z- 
classes not J-above J) is the unique O-minimal ideal of Z’,(S), and I = .Z’u{O} or I = J’ 
depending respectively on whether or not there are J-classes not J-above J. 
(v) We show the action of Z,(S) on the right of Z is faithful. The proof for left action is 
dual, Suppose for all i E Z, i. T,(s) = i. r,(s’). Since .Z maps onto J’, this is equivalent to for 
allj E J, Z,(j )TJ(s) = Z,( j )ZJ(s’). That is, for all x, y E Jo, xjsy = xjs’y. Choose (as above) 
an idempotent e E .Z with ej = j. Using x = e, we have for all j, y E Jo, 
jsy = ejsy = ejs’y = js’y. Whence TJ(s) = Z,(s’), as required. 0 
Definition 2.1. A semigroup S is called a group-mapping semigroup if it has a minimal or 
O-minimal ideal I containing a non-trivial group, such that both the left and right actions 
of S on I are failthful. 
In particular, the group-mapping semigroup Z..(S) for any .Z containing a non-trivial 
group in S is a group-mapping semigroup. Clearly, faithfulness implies that Z is the unique 
O-minimal ideal. Call Z the distinguished ideal of S and Z\ (0) the distinguished J-class of S. 
Corollary 2.4. Let S be group-mapping with distinguished ideal Z = Ju{O} or Z = J, where 
J is a J-class. Write Jo = &!‘(G, A, B; C). Then the following hold: 
(1) r,(s) = S. 
(2) S embeds into the semigroup of(G, G)o(B’, R,(S)). 
(3) (R,(S))c I SC < 1 + (R,(S))c. 
Proof. (1) We use the faithfulness of the left and right actions of S on I. Suppose s, s’ E S 
are such that for all x, y E Z, xsy = xs’y. Fixing an x, by faithfulness ofleft action and y E I, 
we have xs = xs’. Since x was arbitrary, s = s’ by right faithfulness. This proves 
T,(s) = TJ(s’) implies s = s’. 
(2) Consider the action of s E Z,(S) on J. We have already seen that in Rees coordi- 
nates, [a, g, b]s = [a, gf(b), b. s]. Since the action is independent ofthe left letter a, it is still 
faithful if we fix a and restrict o ((a} x G x B u (O}, S). 
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Now for b E B”, define 




Then it is trivial to check that S acts on G x B” by [g, b] . s = [gsg, b. s]. The action is 
clearly faithful, since the once above is. Note that sb depends only on b and s, and is never 
zero, the action on B” depends only on s. Hence, 
S I the semigroup of (G, G) 0 (B’, R,(S)). 
(3) Since S is group-mapping G as above is non-trivial, so Gc = 1 and by the 
complexity axioms SC < Gc + (R,(S))c. But S ++ R,(S), so also (R,(S))c < SC. 0 
Important remark. To determine the complexity of finite semigroups, it suffices by 
Lemma 2.3(iii) to determine the complexity of each group-mapping semigroup S. In fact, 
by Corollary 2.4(3), under r,(S) ++ R.,(S) complexity must fall by zero or one. These 
observations can be combined with induction in a straightforward manner to give 
computable bounds on complexity. To decide complexity it would be enough to decide 
for each group-mapping S which inequality of Corollary 2.4(3) is strict. 
2.3. Right letter mapping and L’-morphisms 
This section contains some easy technical emmas relating right letter mapping, 
homomorphisms, the L-relation and complexity. 
Definition 2.2 An L-morphism cp: S + T is a homomorphism of semigroups such that for 
all s, s’ E S, q(s) = cp(s’) implies sLs’. An L’-morphism is a homomorphism for which this 
implication is only required to hold when s and s’ are both regular. Trivially any 
L-morphism is also an L-morphism. 
Lemma 2.5. The restriction of an L’morphism to a subsemigroup is an L’-morphism. In 
particular, the restriction of an L-morphism is an L’morphism. Also a composite of 
L’-morphisms is an L’morphism. 
Proof. Let S’ be a subsemigroup ofS and let cp: S -P T be an L-morphism. Given regular 
x, y in S’ with q(x) = q(y), we know xLy holds using the L-relation of S, but we must 
show xLy in S’. Since x is regular in S’ there exist e, in S’ with e, Lx holding in S’. Similarly 
choose eY for y. Now aLb in S’ clearly implies aLb in S. Therefore e,LxLyLe, in S, whence 
there exist u, u E S’ with ue, = e,, and ue, = e,. Then eXeY = ve,,e, = veY = e,, and 
similarly eYeX = eY. Hence, e, Le, holds in S’. So xLe,L.e,, Ly holds in S’. The last assertion 
follows since the homomorphic image of a regular element is regular. IJ 
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Lemma 2.6 (Projections). If G is a group and S is a semigroup, then the natural projection 
morphism p: Go S’ --H s” is an L-morphism. If A is aperiodic, then the natural projection 
morphism q: (X, A) 0 (Y, S) -+ (Y, S) is an aperiodic homomorphism. 
Proof. Refer to 17, Ch. 8, pp. 225-226, Proposition 8.3.241. lJ 
Let J1, . . . , Jk denote the regular J-classes of a semigroup S. Define a homomorphism 
from S to flf=, R,(S) by R(s) = (RJ,(s), . . . ,&,(s)). Define SRLM = R(S). 
Lemma 2.7. (i) Let cp : S --H T be an L’morphism, and Let J be a regular J-class of S. Then 
q(J) is a J-class of T and J is the only regular and the unique minimal J-class contained in 
cp - ‘@P(J)). 
(ii) Any semigroup S has a minimum L-homomorphic image SL’. That is, any L’- 
surmorphism $I: S -H T can be followed by some surmorphism II/’ so that t+V(ll/(S)) E SL’. 
Moreover, S H SL’ is an endofunctor on the category of the finite semigroups and surjective 
homomorphisms (up to natural equivalence), and SL’ z SRLM. 
(iii) If S is right letter mapping, then S = SC. 
(iv) Zf S is group-mapping with distinguished J-class J, then R,(S) = SRLM = SL’. 
Proof. (i) Let Jz be the J-class containing p(J). It is regular, since J is. By Lemma 2.1, 
there is a regular J1 mapping onto Jz such that J1 is J-least among J-classes in cppl(Jz). 
Choose x E J and x’ E J1, with q(x) = cp(x’). Then since cp is an L-morphism, we have 
xLx’, and J1 = J. 
(ii) First we observe that R : S + S RLM is an L-morphism: Given s, s’ regular, suppose 
R(s) = R(s’). Then for each i, R,(s) = R,(s’). It follows that sJs’, and s and s’ have the 
same action on the right of B” = {O}uL-classes of their J-class, so sLs’. 
Suppose cp: S ++ T is any L’-morphism. If q(s) = cp(s’), we show for each i, 
R,(s) = R,(s’). Fix J = Ji regular, take j E J, then cp( js) = cp( js’) and js, js’ I JJ. If both 
ofjs and js’ lie in J, then since J is regular and cp is an L-morphism, we have jsLjs’. By (i) 
J is the unique minimal J-class in cp-‘(cp(J)). So if js E J then js’, js E ~+~‘(cp(J)). So js E J 
implies js’ cannot be J-below J. Hencejs E J iffjs’ E J. Thus s and s’ have the same action 
on B” = {O}uL-classes of J. So R,(s) = R,(s’). 
Since this holds for all regular J, R(s) = R(s’). So the congruence on S induced by 
R contains the congruence induced by cp. 
To see functoriality, given S %T we have SL’ %+TC given by 
cpL’(R(s)) = #‘(&,(s), . . . ,&m(s)) = (&;(cp(s)), .. . ,R,:(cp(s)))~ TL’ , 
where J: is the J-class of T containing q(Ji). (Possibly J: = J> for i fj, but since cp is 
a surrnorphism R,;(qo(s)) = R,;(cp(s)) f or all s E S. Therefore such duplication of coordi- 
nates is irrelevant in the isomorphism type of TC.) 
(iii) If S is right letter mapping with distinguished J-class J, then R,(S) = S; and so 
RJ is injective. Thus S = R,(S) z SRLM z SL’. 
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(iv) By (iii), R,(S) = RJ(S)“M = R,($jL’. Since the composite of L’-morphisms in an 
U-morphism, it suffices by (ii) to show RJ: S -H R,(S) is an L’-morphism, for then 
SL’=RJ(S)L’. By Corollary 2.4, S groupmapping implies that S embeds in the semigroup 
of (G, G)o(B’, R;(S)). But projection onto the (B’,R;(S)) is an L-morphism by 
Lemma 2.6, hence its restriction S + R,(S) to S is an L’-morphism. 0 
Lemma 2.8. A minimal length Krohn-Rhodes decomposition (1.1) of R,(S) is of the form 
R,(S) (c T I A,~G,~...~G1~Ao, 
with A,, non-trivial. We say R,(S) “ends in an aperiodic”. 
Proof. Suppose R,(S) ++ T I G,+ 1 0 A, 0 ... 0 G1 0 A0 were a Krohn-Rhodes decomposi- 
tion of minimal ength. Then natural projection p onto A, 0 ... 0 G1 0 A0 is an L-morphism 
by Lemma 2.6. Hence this projection p restricted to T is an L’-morphism. Now p(T) has 
complexity at most n. And T + p(T) + Tr, since TL’ is the least c-image of T. Hence, 
(TL’)c I n also. But R,(S) + T implies RJ(S)L’ U- Tr. It follows, since R,(S)L’ = R,(S), 
that R,(S)c < Tut I n. This contradicts minimality. Moreover, by minimality A, is not 
the one element semigroup. 0 
This concludes our review of local, semi-local theory, and the survey of results on 
complexity. 
3. The Presentation Lemma 
This section contains the proof of the powerful Presentation Lemma giving a (not 
necessarily effectively computable) necessary and sufficient condition for SC = n. Section 4 
gives an arrow-theoretic reformulation of the Presentation Lemma. Section 5 contains the 
Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem (an application of the Presentation Lemma) and its 
corollaries. In particular, the Tall Fork Corollary 5.3 implies (*) holds for semigroups 
with three or fewer J-classes. We also apply the Presentation Lemma in Section 7 to give 
an algorithm for deciding the complexity of semigroups having two or fewer non-zero 
J-classes, reproving the main result of T&on [ 121. Section 8 gives an example showing the 
conjecture (*) is false in general and introduces ome open questions. 
Before stating and proving the Presentation Lemma, a few definitions are needed. In 
the proof of the Presentation Lemma we shall see how these notions arise naturally from 
semi-local considerations. Also the applications of these concepts will be concretely 
illustrated in the construction of a four non-zero J-class counterexample to (*) given in 
Section 8 below. 
Definition 3.1. If C: B x A + Go is a structure matrix for a regular J-class J with R- 
and L-classes A = {al, . . . ,a,,,} and B = {b,, . . . ,b,}, then two rows br and b2 are 
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Fig. 2. Attached vs. transitively attached in the structure matrix C. (b, is attached to b,; bl is not attached but is 
transitively attached to b,; b4 is attached only to itself.) 
attached if there is an a E A such that 
C(bl,a)C(b2,4 + 0, 
and, more generally, two rows b. and bk are transively attached with respect o B’ c B if 
there is a finite sequence bo, bI , . . . , bk such that each bi E B’, and bj and bj+ 1 are attached 
for all 0 I j < k. Note that transitively attached with respect to B’ is an equivalence 
relation on B’. See Fig. 2. 
Definition 3.2. Let G denote any group and n a positive integer. Then G acts naturally on 
the left of the set of n-tuples from Go via left translation: 
9’(91, ... 79”) = (@I, ... ,SSn), Si E Gu{O). 
Denote the orbit of 8 = (gI, . . . ,gJ by [a] = [gI, . . . ,gJ. Call the orbit space P-l(G) 
of this action Go projective n - l-space. For example, if [F is a field, then P’-l([F*) is the 
algebraic geometer’s usual [F projective n - 1 dimensional space with a new element “at 
infinity” corresponding to the n-tuple of zeroes. (Note projectivization reduces dimension 
from n to n - 1.) An element [a] of P-l(G) is called a line. Another line [a’] is called an 
aspect of the line [a] if [a’] may be derived from [a] = [gI , . . . , g,,] by replacing some of 
the gis by zero. Clearly the definition of aspect does not depend on the representative of 
[a]. 
The support of [a] is the set 
supp07-t([a-j) = (i 1 a(i) z O}. 
If [a’] is an aspect of [a], then support([a’]) _c support([a]). 
Note that the constant zero line is an aspect of every line. 
Definition 3.3. Let B1, B2 s B and let II,, l7, be partitions of B1 and B2, respectively. 
Call the equivalence classes B!, . . . , By’” of ZZi the blocks of this partition. If cp: 
B1 -+ B,u{O} is any function, cp is said to be O-injective if for each IZI-block B{ the 
following hold: (1) if b, b’ E B{ and q(b), cp(b’) # 0 then there exists a 112-block Bs 
containing q(b) and q(b’), and (2) ifb, b’ E B1 and q(b), cp(b’) E B’, then b, b’ E B{ for some 
j. Equivalently, cp induces a well-defined injective map from the set of III-blocks B’, for 
which cp(Bi) # (0) to the set of Z12-blocks. We say cp O-injects IZ, into II,. 
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Remark. The definition of 0-injective is closely related to partial functions. In effect, 
a partial one-to-one function is coded by a O-injection, with the function not being defined 
corresponding to taking the value zero. (A similar trick occurs in the Rees-Sushkevych 
Theorem when a product is not defined within a J-class but given as zero). 
We thank an anonymous referee for the following helpful remark about the treatment 
of partial functions in this paper: 
‘In the Presentation Lemma and its proof and applications, partial functions play 
a crucial role. This should be emphasized more. Moreover, here, partial functions are 
handled in a different way than usually with respect o the Cartesian product usually 
Xx~=@,buthere$ixX=((O,x)(x~X)).” 
Let S be a group-mapping semigroup with distinguished i eal I = J”(G, A, B; C). As 
shown in the previous sections, right multiplication on I by elements E S induces 
a well-defined map s”: B + G” such that b. s = 0 o g(b) = 0 defined by 
[a, g, bl s = [a, gs”(b),  *~1 
when b * s # 0 and zero otherwise. 
Definition 3.4. A line [a] with 8 : B + Go is a cross section for S, if it has a representative 
f3 satisfying: 
For all bI , bz in support@) and s E S, if bI . s = b2 ‘s # 0 
then a(b,)$(b,) = a(b#o,). (3.2) 
Lemma 3.1 (Cross sections). The following properties are enjoyed by cross sections: 
(1) Every representative of a cross section [a] satisJies (3.2). 
(2) An aspect of a cross section is a cross section. 
(3) S acts on the right of its cross sections us follows: given 8 representing a cross section 
[a], there is a well-dejkd B-tuple 8. s given by 
c?.s(b.s) = d(b)?(b) ifb.s # 0, 
a. s(b’) = 0 if b’f&pport (a). S. 
Proof. The first assertion holds since [Fp”- l(G) was defined using a left action. The second 
is immediate. For the third, define [a] . s to be the line represented by 8. s. The fact that the 
8. s is well-defined follows from condition (3.2). This definition is clearly independent of 
the choice of a. Straightforward verifications how that [a] . s is a cross section for S and 
that ([a] . S) . S’ = [a] . SS’. q 
Definition 3.5. If [a] and [a’] are cross sections for S and [a] * s is an aspect of [a’], we say 
s maps [a] into [a’]. 
Obviously, if s maps [a] into [a’], then necessarily support ([a])-~ E support([a’]). 
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Although it will not be necessary for our purposes here, the reader may eventually wish 
to consult [9] for further details on cross sections.3 
Presentation Lemma. (I) Let S be a group-mapping semigroup with SC 2 1 and distin- 
guished ideal &“(G, A, B; C). Then the following hold: 
(1) There exists a relational morphism P = (0, rp) from (B’,S) to (X, T) such that 
q-‘(T) = S and g-‘(X) = B”. 
(2) (X, T) is a faithful transformation semigroup. 
(3) Tc < SC and T is a right letter mapping semigroup. 
(By Corollary 2.4, the latter implies that a minimal Krohn-Rhodes decomposition for 
T ends in an aperiodic.) 
(4) For each x E X, there exists a partition IT, of the set 0 - 1 (x)\ (01, with the property: Zf 
scpt, then 
e-l(x)& e-1(x. t) 
is a O-injection of the partition II, into D,.,. 
(5) Denote the distinct equivalence classes of IZ, by B:, . . . , Bt’“‘. Each IZ, has a family of 
cross sections [ai] with support ([a:]) = Bk ( one cross section for each block) such that 
whenever scpt and Bk*s # {0}, then s maps [ai] into [aj,.,], where Bi.s E B’,.,u{O}. 
(Note that ife-+)\{oj = 0, co nd’t’ 1 tons 4 and 5 holds vacuously.) 
Call the data of 1, 2, 4 and 5 (but not necessarily 3) a presentation of S of degree Tc. 
(II) Let S be a group-mapping semigroup with distinguished ideal I = 
&“(G, A, B; C) g Jo. If S has a presentation of degree d and (R,(S))c 5 n, then 
SC I max(n, d + 1). If; in addition, d < SC and (R,(S))c = n, then SC = max(n, d + 1). 
A schematic picture of a presentation for S is shown in Fig. 3. 
Remark. Note that the Presentation Lemma does not give a general decision proce- 
dure for complexity. A Turing machine testing possible presentations for S is given no 
a priori bound on the cardinality of the set X used in possible presentations. Thus, 
although it may have found a presentation to (X, T) showing that the complexity of S is 
no more than d + 1, there is no guarantee that using some (X’, T’) - perhaps with 
IX’1 > 1x1 - would not show that the complexity of S must actually be less. 
Proof of I. (Easy first case) Suppose SC = n and S has a minimal length 
Krohn-Rhodes decomposition of the form 
S < G,oA,_~~ +.. oGIoAo. 
Since S maps onto R.,(S), R,(S) divides S; so the above is also a Krohn-Rhodes 
decomposition for R,(S). By Lemma 2.8, this is not a minimal decomposition for R,(S) 
since it ends in a non-trivial group. So (R,(S))c < n = SC. But by Corollary 2.4, 
31n consulting [9], note that what we call lines are referred to there as cross sections, and that what we call cross 
sections for S are called cross sections transformable by S. 
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denotes a cross section. 
Fig. 3. A presentation for S. 
S < (G, G)~(B”,R,(S)), so SC < (R,(S))c + 1. Therefore (R,(S))c = n - 1. Take 
(X, T) = (I?‘, R_,(S)). Observe that 2 and 3 hold. Let 8 be the identity map on B” and let 
cp be the homomorphism cp: S --n R,(S). Of course, R,(S) acts on B” by b. q(s) = b. s, we 
have a relational morphism P = (0, cp) from (B’, S) to (X, T) as required by 1. For x E B, 
let II, be the partition whose unique equivalence class is the singleton (x}. There is 
a unique cross section with support {x}. For x = 0, 8 -l(x)\ (0) = 8, and II, has no 
equivalence classes. Now 4 and 5 are immediate (holding vacously when x = 0). 
(Hard tricky second case) Suppose SC = n with a minimal decomposition of the form 
S&S* IA,oG,oA,_~~ ... ~G1~Ao. 
By Lemma 2.1, there exists a regular J* which is the unique minimal J-class of S* 
mapping via rc onto J, the distinguished J-class of S. Consider the commutative diagram 
obtained by inclusion i and a projection y followed by RJT, 












l y(s*) RJ - RMS*)) 
K surjection I 
S 
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where y(J*) E J’ for a regular J’, a J-class of y(S*). (Since we do not necessarily have J* 
minimal in y-l (J’) it may happen that J* does not map cnto J’.) The composite 
cp = RJs 0 y 0 JC-’ is a relational morphism from S to R,(y(S*)). 
By Lemma 2.2, the restriction of IC to J* may be coordinatized, 
po g &O(G*; A*, B*; C*) -k dz'O(G, ~4, B; c) s Jo, 
via 
J*O z A’(G*; A*, B*; C*)z A’O(G’; A’, B’; C’) r J”. 
By Lemma 2.6, y is aperiodic, hence so is its restriction to S*. Thus, by Lemma 2.2 this 
mapping may be written in coordinates as 
ca*, 9*, b*l H Cda*), 4a*) S*@*), NJ*)l. 
We have the following situation: 
J*“=_&o(G*,A*,B*;C*) y=(a3Xinc’wio” 
injective on G* 
6,B!~‘o=_&o(G’,A’,B’;C’) hjectivco~~~t,ettc~R~,(J.o) 
K = (a’,w, p*) I sujective 
Jo = A!'(G, A, B; C) 
Since J’ is a unique regular J-class mapping to the distinguished J-class of 
R&(S*)) by Lemma 2.1, we know that R.,,: A”(G’, A’, B’; C’) -+ O-minimal ideal of 
RJs(y(S*)) is surjective. Hence R,,(J”) is the O-minimal ideal of R,,(y(S*)). Further- 
more if b;, b; E B’, then RJ,([a’, g’, b;]) # RJ,( [a’, g’, b;]) unless b; = b; as is im- 
mediate from Rees’ Theorem for .I’. Hence RJp induces a bijection from the L-classes 
B’ to the L-classes of the O-minimal ideal of R,,(y(S*)). Take X = B’u{O} and 
T = RJ, (y(S*)). Under the bijection of L-classes, B’ is naturally identified with the set 
of L-classes in the J-class of the O-minimal ideal of T. Thus T acts on B/u(O). Clearly 
b’. R,,(y(s*)) = b’* y(s*), so for economy of notation we shall always write the latter. 
Observe that 2 holds. 
Define B(b) = /3p*-‘(b) and 0(O) = /?(B*)u{O). Define q(s) = R.,,o~oK-~(s). Now 
1 is immediate, since this is relational morphism of transformation semigroups. To see 
that 3 holds, observe that R,,(y(S*)) (t y(S*) implies R,,(y(S*)) divides 
G,oA,,_~~ ... oG1oAo. By Lemma 2.8 this is not a minimal decomposition of 
R,,(y(S*)), so Tc=(R,,(y(S*)))c I n - 1. 
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We first prove that 4 and 5 hold for 
(P, RI, o Y) : (B*‘, S*) + W”, JbW*))). 
The following claim will show us how to partition each fl- 1 @I’)\ (0) and define cross 
sections so that 4 and 5 hold. 
We remind the reader of the notation introduced in Section 2.2 on semi-local 
theory: s”(b) denotes the component action of *s on the group coordinate for fixed b; 
b* s is the result of such action on the B-coordinate; 6 is as in Lemma 2.2 applied to 
y: J* + J’; and, in a group, a, resp. T(g), denotes g - ‘, resp. (f(g))-‘. 
Claim 1. 4 Zf b*.s* # 0, then s”*(b*)F(b*-s*) = G(b*)yp)(fi(b*)). An equivalent 
form of this is: 
Zf b* . s* # 0, then d(b*)S*(b*) = yg) (b(b*))S(b* . s*). 
(I, Zfb*.s* # 0, /?(b*.s*) = fl(b*).y(s*) 
V For b’E B’ and b:, b: Ep-‘(b’), with b:*s*, bt-s* # 0, 
@b:)cS(bf) E G* - F(b:.s*)d(b; *s*) E G*. 
The important formula (80) is what gave rise to the notion of projectivized cross 
sections. We shall use it as a weapon to club (4) our way through all difficulties. 
Proof. Observe that for b* . s* # 0, 
y([a, 1, b*]s*) = y([a,s”*(b*), b*.s*]) 
= [a(a), l(a)s”*(b*)F(b* * s*), /3(b* as*)] since y is aperiodic, 
r(Ca, 1, b*ls*) = y( [a, 1, b*])y(s*), y homomorphism 
= Cz(a), &)J(b*), B@*)l.r(s*) 
= Ca(4, &+V*h%%W*)), BP )-r(s*)l. 
Equating the underlined group coordinate and cancelling A’s, we obtain h. Equat- 
ing right letters yields 4. 
For 0, * : Suppose F(b:)G(b:) = g* E G*. By two applications of i, 
S*(b:)F(b: . s*) =* &b:)y&?(b:)) 
= s*z(bb)+)(P(b;)) since F(b:) = g*S(bl)& j?(b?) = jl(bz) 
=* g*s”*(b;)F(b; *s*). 
Therefore, 
6(b: .s*):*(bT)g*9*(b;) = 6(b: .s*). 
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Here the underlined expression lies in G*. 
* : Given 6(bf. s*)d(b: . s*) = g* E G*, 
d(b;)y@$(/?(b:)) =* S*(b;)@b;.s*) 






= i*(b:)g*S*(b:)6(bf)y%)(B(b:)) since /?(b,*) = fi(b:). 
-- 
Cancelling yp)(P(bz)) yields the result since i*(bT)g*s”(b:) are in G*. 
We want to use 6 to obtain cross sections for S* in lu”(G*), where N = JB*l - 1, 
and then induce cross sections for S in P ‘B1-l(G). Although y is one-to-one on groups, 
the values 6(bT) E G’ need not lie in the subgroup G* of G’. Partitioning the inverse 
images for /I will overcome this obstruction: Define the partition flbV by the following 
equivalence relation on pm’(b’)\(O): br 3 bf iff there exists g* E G* such that 
d(b:) = d(bZ)g* 8 d(b:) and d(b:) lie in the same left coset of G* in G’. 
To verify 4, we must show, (1) given bT, br in the same block Bb., for nb,, that 
by es*, bt. s* # 0 implies both are in the same block for &, ycsel, which holds by 
4 and 0; and (2) if /3(bf), /3(bt) = b' such that b:*s* and bz*s* lie in the same block 
&(SV then by and bif lie in the same Bb. for some i. This holds by V. 
Let Bb. be a partition block for ZZt,,. If b$ E BL,, then by definition of ZI,. the line 
[a;,] represented by 
&(b*) = 
F(b:)G(b*), b* E B:,, 
o 
otherwise 
is a line in lpN(G*) E lPN(G’) and its support is the block Bb, of nb,. Also by 0, [&I is 
independent of the choice of b,*, for if another element by of BL. had been used to 
define 8:. then the two definitions of #,, would differ only by left multiplication by 
S(b:)G(b,*) E G* and so would represent he same element of PN(G*). Furthermore, if 
by, b: E support([d~~]) and by as* = b,* es* # 0, then 





This is a verification of (3.2). Hence, & represents a cross section [a;,] for S*. 
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As for 5, let (0) # Bb, . s* c Bd,. ,+*)u {0}, if b,*, b* E Bb, with bg es*, b* es* # 0, with 
b,* fixed but b* allowed to vary, we observe 
(&/s*)(b**s*) = &(b*)a*(b*) = F(b:)G(b*)$(b*) 
=* F(b;)yF)(fl(b*))G(b*.s*) 
= J(b:)yq) (b’)@b*-s*) 
=+ s”*(b;)Z(b,*-s*)a(b*.s*) 
= s”*(b:)&,,.,(b**s*). 
Since s”*(b,*) E G*, this shows s* maps [&I into [a!,.,,,.,]. 
We now show that 4 and 5 hold for cp = RJp 0 y 0 IC- ‘, 8(b) = j?fl*- l(b): Map the 
classes Bb, of fib, down to B via /3*: B* + B. 
Claim 2. IfbT, bz are in fi-‘(b’)\(O) and fl*(b:) = fl*(b:) = b, then bf and b: are in 
the same equivalence class for ill,, . 
Proof. Since 6: and b: in fl-‘(b’)\{O} both map under /I* to b E B, by regularity of 
C choose an ae:A such that C(b,a) # 0. Take a* ~tl*-l(a), then o(C*(b:, a*)) 
= C(b, a) # 0, for i = 1, 2. Whence b: and b: are attached: 
C*(b:, a*)C*(bf, a*) # 0. 
-- 
We write C*(b:,a*) = 2, and so C*(b:,a*) = gy g: for some g$ E G*. It follows that 
Ca*,s:, b:lCa*, Lbtl = Ca*,sTs~,b~lCa*,l,b~l. 
Applying y to each term of (+), multiplying and using fi(b:) = /3(bf) yields 
gfs(K) = s:sfs(bf). 
Therefore d(b:) = 6(b:)z, so b: and b: are in the same equivalence class of II,,,. 0 
It follows from Claim 2 that there is a well-defined partition fit, on 
0-‘(b’)\(O) = /3*p-‘(b’)\(O) with blocks j*(BL.). Furthermore, takings = K(s*), we 
have R,,(y(s*)) E q(s). Now 
(fl*B;+s = /?*(B;..s*) E /?*(B~~.,,,+J(~}) = fi*(B:,.,,,.,)u(O}; 
if bi E p* BL, and bj E fl* Bd, with bi.s, bj*s E /I* Bi*.y(s*), take lifts b: E Bk, with 
P*(b:) = bl (for i = 1, 2) and observe b: as* E Bk,.,(,.,. This situation is summarized 
diagrammatically by Fig. 4. Since s* O-injects n,. into ZIr,, .,+.), we know i = j. Hence 
j?*(Bb,) = /?*(Bi,). Thus s O-injects Il$ into L$.,,,,. This proves 4. 
Applying K to each term of (+), multiplying and using j?*(b:) = p*(bZ) yields 
o(gT) = o(g:g:), i.e. o(g:) = o(g:)o(gz), i.e. o(g:) = 1. Since 6(br) = 6(bT)z and 
o(gT) = 1, we have 
c@(b%VY)) = w(@K!#(b:)). (3.3) 
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Fig. 4. Preservation of 0-injectivity for induced partitions. 
Thus, o induces a well-defined map from lines with support at block I$,, of ZZr,, to 
lines with support /I*&,., given by mapping representatives for lines by 
a(b) = ~(a@*)). M oreover if d represents across section for S* with support I$,,, then 
arepresents across section for S with support /?*(BL,): Take s E S, bI , b2 E /?*(I?;,) with 
b,*s=b,*s=b#O.Wemustshow 
Choose by, b$ E I$,, with B*(bT) = bj and s* with K(s*) = s. Then if bl, b2 E sup- 
port(&) and bl *s = b2.s # 0, observe j?*(br.s*) = fi*(b,*).s and o(s”*(b,*))= 
s”(/3*(br)). Also fix a b,* in Bb, used in defining &. We may assume b,*. s* # 0 (since 
by for instance has this property, and 8;. defines the same cross section regardless of 
such choice). Claim 2 shows bT. s* and b:. s* are in the same equivalence class for 
since B(bT.s*) = b’.y(s*) = /i(b,f.s*) and P*(bT*s*) = bl.s = b2.s = 
F;ii:)l*). Hence by (3.3), 
o(F(b;*s*)d(b:*s*)) = o@(bf.s*)cS(b;.s*)), 
o(S(bz.s*)d(b:.s*)) = w(&bg.s*)6(br.s*)) for j = 1, 2 
= w(5*(b~)d(b,*)~~)(P(bX))y~) (B(b;))&bfF*(bf)) 
by 4 applied twice 
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= 0(~*(b~)~((bo*)6(bj*)s”*(bj*)) since /I(@) = b’ = /I(!$) 
= o(s;*(bX))o(F(b~)G(bj*))o(~*(b,*)) 
= s”((B*b~)2~‘(bj)s”(bj). 
Therefore &(bl)S(bl) = &(bz)@z). H ence pi, represents a cross section for S. 
If b-s # 0, b E e-‘(V), then 
(X .s)(b*s) = QS(b) 
= o(&,(b*))o(.F*(b*)) where b* E /I*-‘(b) 
= o(&(b*)s”*(b*)) 
= o((&s*)(b* *s*)) 
= o(g*&.,(,.,(b* .s*)) from the verification that s* maps ai, into a;,.,,,., 
= w(g*)CO(&(s*)(b* .s*)) 
= o(g*)&(,.,(b.s). 
So s maps [a;,] into [c!$,..,,~*J. This proves 5 and completes the proof of part I. 
Proof of II. We show (cp, 0) satisfying 1,2,4, and 5 is “almost” a division, in that we 
essentially obtained a division by wreathing on a permutation group as determined by 
the partitions and cross sections and then taking a direct product. 
LetxEX,thenon8-1(x)\{0} ZB we have a partition U, with distinct equivalence 
classes Bi, . . . , Bk,. Now define U (for “up”) to be the collection of all ((g, Bk x (xl, x), 
b) with g E G, x E X, b E Bi a partition block of n,. Define D (for “down”) to be all 
((g, BL x {x), x), 0) with BL a partition block for x as before, but g E Go, possibly zero. 
Let Y = UuD. Let B be the set of all Bi x (x}, where Bk s B occurs as a partition 
block of n, for some x E X. Of course 33 is finite. Write SYM(93) for the symmetric 
group on these blocks. Then SYM(B) acts on g by permutations. 
We must distinguish blocks arising indexed with different x’s, although they may 
well have the same underlying subset of B. As the reader will see below, this will allow 
us using the hypothesis of the Presentation Lemma to extend O-injections to permuta- 
tions on %3 in a well-defined and consistent manner. This facilitates a wreath product 
decomposition of S using T and groups when these are run in parallel with R,(S). The 
fact that it is necessary to use multiple copies of subsets of B is referred to as the 
phenomenon of multiplicities. If not for this problem, which prevents us from bounding 
the size of X, we could decide complexity using the Presentation Lemma and an 
exhaustive search for presentations to (X, T) with T a finite faithful semigroup whose 
size is bounded by the cardinality of the set of all functions from X to itself. 
Define A : Y + G x Bu{O} by A(y) = 0 if y is down (i.e. y E D), and otherwise by 
A(Y) = (di(h 4 for Y = ((9, Bi x ix>, 4, b). 
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Let Z = Go x 99 x X. Let W be the semigroup of (Go, G) o(&?‘, SYM(&?)o (X, T). 
Since G and SYM(.@) are groups, we have WC I 1 + Tc = d + 1. Also by hypothesis 
R,(S) I n. 
Observe that Y E Z x B”. Since in the proof of Corollary 2.4(2) we saw S acts 
faithfully on G x Bu(O}, it suffices to show 
(G x Bu{O}, S) < (Z, W 1 x W”, R,(S)), 
for then SC I max(Wc, (R,(S))c) I max(d + 1, n). If, in addition, d < SC and 
R,(S)c = n, we have now also that d + 1, R,(S)c I SC, so that equality holds. 
To construct that division, it suffices to lift each s E S, to some SIE W x R,(S) with 
Yv.9 E Y and for all y E Y, d(y.$) = d(y).s. 
To define s* choose a fixed arbitrary t E T with s E q(t). Let any ((g, Bi 
x {xl, x), b) E Y be given. By hypothesis, for all x in the image of 13, es O-injects f3- l(x) 
into 8- ‘(x . t) with respect to the partitions ZI, and ZI,.,. Thus .s induces a partial 
one-to-one map F, from the blocks of ZZ, to the blocks of n,.,. Extend F, in an 
arbitrary but fixed way to a permutation of &?. Notice F, depends only on s and x and 
our arbitrary but fixed choices, but not on b or g. 
Now let 
((9, B; x {x}, x), b). s^ = ((gk Fx($ x {x},, x. 0, b. 4, 
with h chosen as follows: If B:.s = {0}, take h = 1 for definiteness (although its value 
may be arbitrary). If Bk-s # 0, let h = &(bo)s”(bo)8~.,(bo*s), where b. is any element of 
Bi such that b. * s # 0. Here 8: denotes a representative for the cross section for Bt, and 
ai., denotes arepresentative of the cross section for B’,., where F,(Bk x {x}) = B’,., x (x. t}. 
To ensure that s^ lies in W x R,(S), it is crucial that h depend only on s, the block 
BL x {x} and x, but not on b or b o. To see that there is no such dependence, note that 
whether or not Bi. s = (0) depends only on x, Bi and s. Thus if Bi. s = (O}, h also 
depends only on these. Otherwise, BL. s # {0}, so by hypothesis 4, there is a unique 
block Bj,., x {x. t> = F,(Bk x {x}) of the partition n,., with 
B:.s c BJ;.,u{O}. 
By hypothesis 5, the line [a!J with support Bk E 8 - ‘(x) is mapped by s to an aspect of 
the line [aj,.,] with support B’,.,. Recall that this means that there is an h E G, with 
for all b E Bi, if b.s # 0 then &.(b)s”(b) = ha,.,(b.s). 
Thus h = a!Jbo)S(bo)8~.,(bo-s) depends only on s, t, BL and x as required, but not on 
b or choice of bo. 
To conclude this is a division observe, if b. s # 0 (whence we may take b. = b) then 
d(((g, B: x {x}, x), b)..?) = A((ga;(b)s”(b)&(b.s), F,(B; x {x)),x*t),b.s) 
= (ga;(b)5(b)aj,.,(b~s)aj,.,(b-s), b-s) 
= (g&(b)s(b), b * s) 
= A((g, B: x (x}, x), b). s. 
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Also if b. s = 0, then 
A((($ B: x {x}, 4, N-s*) = A((g, F,(B: x {x}), x.t), 0) = 0 = (ga:(b),b).s 
= A((g, B; x {x}, x)  b)*s. 
This completes the proof of the Presentation Lemma. 0 
Remark. It is possible in the proof of II to further restrict the group. We have used 
(Go, G)o(@, SYM(93)) in our construction, but by a coding argument it is possible to 
replace this rather large group by the generally smaller group (Go, G)o (B, S,), where 
SB is the symmetric group on the set B of right letters. (This has the advantage that this 
group does not depend on the presentation used!) To see that this is possible, observe 
that to determine where a block Bi x {x} (but not its elements) of the partition n, is 
mapped by es it is enough to know 0-‘(x), the partition n, on this set and some 
non-zero b’ E Bi. s, whenever the latter set is not (0). Order all the b’s linearly and 
write the least b E Bi in the block coordinate instead of Bi x {x}. 
Then instead of F, use fX which is defined by letting f,(b) = the least b’ contained in 
F,(B: x {x}). Note that Bi x {x} is recoverable from b and x since B: is the unique 
partition block of n, which contains b. Since F, is a permutation on blocks, fX is 
a partial permutation on the b’s. Extend fX in a fixed but arbitrary way to a permuta- 
tion to all b E B. The argument now proceeds exactly as before (recovering Bi when- 
ever necessary), except hat we must redefine A ((g, b’, x), b) = (ga!J b), b) for b # 0, and 
zero if b = 0. 
The phenomenon of multiplicities has not disappeared, but merely been disguised; 
for under the new encoding with a b-coordinate replacing a block BL x {x} from the 
partition n,, the subset of B represented by this b, of course, depends on x. 
4. Modern form of the Presentation Lemma 
We now reformulate the Presentation Lemma in the appropriate language of 
categories and functors. This formulation will be used in future papers and should 
enhance the reader’s understanding; however it is not essential to the rest of the paper 
and may be omitted. 
Here we assume S is a group-mapping semigroup with distinguished ideal 
Jo g ,Ai’(G, A, B; C). Without loss of generality, assume S has a zero. Assume also 
S has an identity element, since we may adjoin one without changing complexity. 
Definition 4.1. The category V(S) of partitioned subsets of B with cross sections for 
a group-mapping semigroup S with O-minimal ideal JZ’(G,A, B; C) consists of the 
following: The objects of g(S) are triples (Y, IZ, {c&,,}) where Y c B, ll is a partition 
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on Y, and the ag,‘s represent cross sections for S with support(aBi) = Bi as Bi ranges 
through the partition blocks of n. The arrows of V(S) are denoted. 
Here .s is a function from Y to Y’u{O} which O-injects n into n’, and mapping 
representatives ofcross sections into representatives ofcross sections: that is, &, maps 
to aa; when Bi. s E BJO. 
We identify two such coterminus arrows 1 s1 and. s2 ifthey induce the same O-injection 
from the blocks of IZ to the blocks of IT’ and also Bi*sj # (0) for j = 1,2 implies s1 
and s2 take a, to aspect of via the G. (Here Bi*sj 
denotes unique IZ’ partition B’ with Bi sl, * E B’u {O}.) Now recall 
for 8 = da, is (for j = 1 2 with b ‘sj 0) 
h = a(b)Ej(b)(d * sj)(b Sj) 
and not depend on Bi choose as long as ‘sj # (See the end 
of proof of part II of the Presentation Lemma.) 
we not require . and s2 induce the to 
Y’u(O}. 
We to empty and ‘s (with empty domain Y) empty 
Definition 4.2. Let S be as above and let (X, T) be a faithful transformation monoid, 
write X//T(S) for any category with objects x E X and arrows (x, s, t, x’) where s E S 
and x. t = x’. We also require identity arrows (x, 1, 1, x) at each object. Composition 
of arrows must be given by 
(x, s, t, x’)(x’, s’, t’, x”) = (x, ss’, tt’, x”) 
(which therefore must be well-defined). Furthermore, for each x E X and s E S, we 
require that there is an arrow of the form (x, s, t, x’). (Equivalently, we require this for 
all x E X and s in a fixed set of generators for S.) Thus each s E S occurs in the second 
component of some arrow with source x. 
Definition 4.3. Suppose T has complexity d. Then a presentationfunctor of degree d for 
S is a functor F: X//T(S) + Q?(S) such that 
(1) the union of the Y’s in the image of F is B, 
(2) for each s E S, F maps an arrow (x, s, t, x. t) to an arrow of the form 
(Y, n, {aBi,,>)A (Y’, nl, 654). 
Presentation Lemma (Modern version). Let S be a group-mapping monoid S with 
distinguished J-class J and SC 2 1. 
I. There is a presentation functor for Sfiom some X//T(S) where TC < SC. 
II, If (R(S),)c I n and S has a presentation functor of degree d, then 
SC < max(n,d + 1). Furthermore, ifd < SC and (R,(S))c = n, then equality holds. 
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Proof. By the Presentation Lemma it suffices to construct a presentation functor of 
degree d from a presentation of degree d, and vice versa. Given such a presentation 
(B’, S) 9(X, T), we still have a presentation if we remove all x E X not in the image 
of 19. So we may assume 8 has image X. Also we may assume T is a monoid and 
1 E $9_‘(l). 
Define the arrows of X//T(S) to be the (x, s, t, x. t) for which t E e(s). Since 8 and 
cp comprise a relational morphism, the composite of (composable) arrows is another 
arrow and X//T(S) is a category. Also since every s is B-related to some t, there is an 
arrow (x, s, t, x.r) for each x E X as required in the definition of a presentation functor. 
Define F:X//T(S) -V(S) by F(x) = (0-‘(x)\(O), IZ, {a+,}) with n the partition 
for 13 - ‘(x)\(O) and a,+, the cross sections as given by the presentation. On arrows 
F(x, s, t, x. t) = the O-injection from the partition on 0-‘(x) to the partition on 
K ‘(x . t) given by applying . s. This is a functor since (1) following *s by .s’ yields the 
same action as .ss’, (2) the composite of the two O-injections 
is the O-injection 
and (3) S acts on the right of cross section representatives. The only condition left 
to check is that the union of the Y-coordinates is B, but this is clear since 8 projects 
onto B”. 
Conversely, given a presentation functor F: X//T(S) --f W(S) of degree d = Tc, 
construct a presentation: Let 0(x)- ’ be the Y-coordinate of F(x) together with 0; let 
n, be the partition of F(x) and let cross section representatives also be given by F(x). 
Let cp be the relational morphism with t E q(s) iff (x, s, t, x’) occurs as an arrow of 
X//T(S). Now box and scpt implies there is an arrow (x, s, t, x-t), and F(x. t) 
contains b. s whence b. sex. t. Note that this holds also if b = 0. This establishes that 
(0, cp) is a relational morphism. Since each s occurs in some arrow (x, s, t, x. t), we have 
that cp projects onto S. Similarly by the first condition on a presentation functor 
8 projects onto B”, and the second now implies that we have a presentation of degree 
d. 0 
Remark. (1) It is possible to obtain from a presentation functor of degree d another of 
the same degree such that the Y-coordinate of each F(x) is a pointlike set with respect 
to complexity d, that is, under every relational morphism from (B’, S) to a semigroup 
of complexity d the set must be contained in the inverse image of a point. (See 
Section 7 below and Henckell [3] for pointlike sets with respect o complexity zero.) 
(2) The derived category (cf. [13]) of the relational morphism P = (0, cp) of a pre- 
sentation should be the category obtained from X//T(S) by identifying arrows so as 
to make the corresponding presentation functor faithful (one-to-one on horn-sets). We 
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say “should be” since the Derived Category Theorem of [ 131 is formulated in terms of 
semigroups, not (possibly non-faithful) transformation semigroups. However, it 
clearly should generalize to possibly non-faithful transformation semigroups. 
The idea of the Presentation Lemma in terms of derived category is: We recover the 
(faithful) transformation semigroup (G x Bu{O}, S} f rom (X, T) as follows: the derived 
category DF of the presentation will divide g(S), hence ‘V(S) 0 (X, T),, tells us the 
action of S on the partitions and cross sections. However, an arrow of q(S) is coded by 
a O-injection (or, equivalently, by a partial injective map) on partition blocks and, for 
each cross section representative, a group element h E G. By extending these partial 
injective maps to permutations, we obtain a relational morphism of ‘Z(S) to the group 
GoSYM(%9), where SYM(W) is the symmetric group on partition blocks (ranging 
over all partitions). The proof of the Presentation Lemma shows that G 0 SYM(_@) 0 T 
is enough to recover (G x Bu{O},S) up to the action on the b’s in B”. Therefore 
(G x Bu{O},S) divides (Go SYM(O)o T) x R,(S). In other words, to recover the action 
of *s on G x Bu{O} from a presentation, it is enough to know how ‘s moves partitions 
and cross sections without knowing how ‘s moves the b’s (since this last piece of 
information can be determined by running R,(S) in parallel). The modern version 
exposes this key subtlety behind the Presentation Lemma in bold relief: The arrows of 
V?(S) do not carry information on how the elements within partition blocks are 
mapped. 
(3) One of the goals of category theory is to give coordinate-free results. Hence, one 
would ideally prefer to define the category g(S) without reference to a particular Rees 
coordinatization of the O-minimum ideal Jo of S. Of course, the set B (resp. A) is 
naturally the set of L-classes (resp. R-classes); so these are canonical. It is clear that up 
to the choice of an idempotent e in J, the structure group G is canonically determined 
(as the maximum subgroup containing e) as is the structure matrix of J. We leave the 
possibility of a coordinate-free formulation without choice of idempotent or structure 
group as a research problem (although S. Margolis and B. Tilson are rumoured to 
have obtained such a reformulation but then to have forgotten the details). 
5. Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem 
Given a semigroup S, let E(S) denote the set consisting of its idempotents. 
General Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem. Let S be a semigroup with zero ideal I or 
O-minimal ideal I. If S = S1 v . . . US, with each Si a subsemigroup containing I and there 
exist functions ei, fi: Si\l -+ E(S) satisfying ei(si)sifi(si) = si for all si E Si\Z and 
h(si)ej(sj) E Ifor i #j, then SC = max(Src, . . . , S,C). 
4Category theoretic generalizations of the Derived Category Theorem occur in Kientzle [6], and the 
transformation semigroup formulation will appear in forthcoming papers. 
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Proof. First we reduce to the case that I is a unique O-minimal ideal containing 
a non-trivial group. Observe the hypotheses imply, for i #j, SiSj G I G Si, since 
sisj = si J(si)ej(sj)sj E I. It follows that each Si is an ideal, hence Si is the union of all 
J-classes which it intersects. By Lemma 2.3(iii) we know there is a J with 
(T,(S))c = SC. So either J E Si or r,(Si) = 0. Therefore if we can show 
T,(S) I maxi {(G(si)) > c , restricting to i such that rJ(Si) # (O}, 
we will be done for then using the complexity axioms 
SC = T,(S) 5 maXi((TJ(Si))C} < maxi (Sic) I SC. 
Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for a group-mapping semigroup S with each 
Si containing the distinguished ideal I. 
Now write J for I\ (0). By the Presentation Lemma, for each i there exists a relation 
Pi = (ei, Cpi) from (BO, S) to (Xi, Ti) with Tic < Sic and partitions lli and cross 
sections, etc. Let X = LIXi. If Xi E Xi and for j = 1, . . . , n, t;l E Tj, define 
xi’(tl , . . . , t,) = Xi’ ti. This defines an action of n Ti on X. Let (X, T) denote this 
action extended by including all constant maps on X and made faithful. Since 
including constants does not increase complexity it follows that 
Fc I max(Tic, . . . , T,c). Since each (Xi, Ti) clearly divides (in fact, embeds in) (X, T), 
we also have Fc 2 Tic, and SO equality holds. 
Let N = (1, . . . ,n} and the B” x N to be the disjoint union of n copies of B” on 
which niR,(Si) x Resets acts by (6, i)* (si, . . . , s,, reseti) = (b . si, i). AS we did for 
T above, adjoin all constant maps and make the result faithful to obtain a transforma- 
tion semigroup (B” x N, 8). Then just as before we know each R,(Si) divides i?, and 
& = maxi(RJ(Si))C. 
The elements x of Xi index the subsets of B denoted by 8,: l(x)\ (0) which are 
partitioned by IIf into equivalence classes B:. Let gi denote the collection of all such 
blocks B: x {x} as x ranges through Xi, and define &9 = L.Igi, the disjoint union of the 
98:s. An element of 93 will be denoted by B’, x {x} x {i> if it occurs with the ith 
presentation (&, Cpi) as a block of the associated partition on 0; l(x). 
For each s E S, there exists some i with s E Si. Then choose an arbitrary but fixed 
i = i(s) and t(s) E Ti corresponding to s under (BO, S)Pi(Xi, 7’i)\{O}. 
Define Vi (for up) to be the set of elements (g, B: x {x> x {i), x, (b, i), s, i) in 
Go x ai X Xi X (B” X {i}) X Si X (i} 
with g # 0, B: an equivalence class for the partition on 0,: l(x), 0 # b = b' . s for some 
b’EB and WEB:. 
The idea behind these coordinates is that the first (i.e. rightmost) coordinate i keeps 
track of which presentation Pi we are using, and that the last three coordinates are 
essentially the coordinate system in the proof of the second part of the Presentation 
Lemma. The coordinates of the form b x i are the B’s for the right letter mapping 
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semigroup R,(Si), and they also carry information on which coordinate system we are 
using. Finally the second (reading from right to left) coordinate s keeps track of ‘who 
just acted’ which is crucial in applying the hypothesis that J(s)ej(s’) E I when i #j. 
Define Di (for down) to be the subset of elements (g, B: x {x} x {i}, x, (0, i), s, i). 
We now show that (G x Bu{O), S) divides 
{ CCC”, G)o (@, SYM(@)) o (X, T)] x (B” x N, I?)} 0(S, Constants) 0 (N, Constants), 
where SYM(93) is the symmetric group on the set 29. This will suffice, as it imp- 
lies SC 5 max(1 + TC,R") = maxi(max (1 + Tic), WC) I maxi, j(1 + Tic, RJ(Sj)C) I 
max($C) I SC. 
Let Y be the disjoint union of all the ZJis and Dls. We define a mapping s^ on 
Y corresponding to s in S as follows. 
Consider the i-coordinate on an element on Y. If i = i(s), then we know what to do. 
Use essentially the construction of part II of the Presentation Lemma: Define 
(9, B; x (x} x {i}, x,(b, i), s’, i).s^ = (gh, B:., x {x.t} x (i},x.t, (b.s, i),s, i), 
where t is a fixed but arbitrary element of 7 such that the ith coordinate ti e Ti of 
t satisfies ’cpti (necessarily s’ lies in Si), and where B:., x (x. t} = Fi(B: x {x}) is the 
class of 8; ‘(xi. ti) which contains B:. s when this is not zero. (Recall from part II of 
the Presentation Lemma that Fi denotes permutation of pi depending on s and x. 
The superscript i here reminds us that this is permutation on $9: associated with the ith 
presentation.) Extend the Fi in an arbitrary but fixed way to a permutation F, of the 
set of all blocks 93. Also h = a,(b)s”(b)ax.,(b. s) here as in the Presentation Lemma 
using the cross sections for (B’, S)Pi(Xi, Ti). Recall that the line 8, with support B: is 
the cross section defined for the partition on Q;‘(x) with 8, having support B:, and 
a,.,@. s) is similarly defined using the cross section for the partition of 8; ‘(x . t), and 
recall that this h depends only on B!j, x, and s and not on b. The action on (b, if is given 
by an element of R (corresponding to an element of njR(Sj) having s in the ith 
position and arbitrary values elsewhere). 
If i # i(s) = j, we carry out a change of coordinates from (Xi, Ti) to (Xj, Tj). 
We know S’ E Si, j = i(s) # i, and x E Xi. Define 
(9, B: x (x} x ii>, x, (b, i), s’, 4. i = (Cs, K x Ix> x Ii>, xl ./We& (b. s, j), s, j), 
where Cs, BL x {x} x Ii), xl A( s e, s s is defined as follows: By hypothesis, fi(s’)ej(s)s ‘) 4 ) 
is in I since i # j, so it is either of the form [a,, g.+, b,] or zero. Choose x’ E Xj to be 
a fixed but arbitrary element of 9,: ‘(b,). Note that also x’ depends only on i, s’ and s. 
Also observe that B.~(s’)ej(s)s c {b,,O). Hence there is at most one class B: in the 
partition n, of 197’(x) with B:‘f;(d)ej(s)s # (0). Define F,(B: x (x} x (i}) to be 
B!$ x {x’> x { j> where B”,, c eJrl (x’) is the unique class of the partition II, (from the 
jth presentation) containing b,. Extend F, to a permutation on all blocks in @ 
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arbitrarily. Observe that F, depends only on s’, s and i, but not on b. If 
B:.f;(s’)ej(s)s = (0}, then define h = 1. Finally if B~.f;:(s’)ej(s)s # (O}, define 
where support = B: E f3,: ‘(x), and where support (a:,) = B:. s 0j ‘(xl). (Here as 
in the Presentation Lemma for Si, b0 is any b0 E B: such that b,+fi(s’)ej(s)s # 0. Note 
that for such bO, b0 .fi(s’)ej(s)s is then b,.) 
Now fi(s’)ej(s)s lies in I hence in Si, so by condition 5 of the Presentation Lemma 
applied to Si, when we fix an arbitrary ti E qi(f;:(e’)ej(s)s) we know that 
depends on B:, but not on b or the choice of bO. Here the second cross section at. 1, has 
support on a partition class of Bk,., s 0; ‘(x . ti). Note carefully that hi is defined 
entirely using the presentation for Si. In contrast, h uses information both from this 
presentation and the one for Sj. Now b, depends only on s’, i, and s, so 
h = hiat.,i(b*)g,(b*) 
depends on B:, x and fi(s’)ej(s)s but not on b. Since hi does not depend on which 
b0 E B: with bo.f;(s’)ej(s)s # 0 we choose, it now follows that the same holds for h. 
Thus define 
Cg, K x {x} x {i>, xl .W)ej(sb = Cgk F,(BL x (x} x {i}), ~‘1. 
Observe that y. s* E Y for all y E Y. 
The action on the i-coordinate is given by the constant map i(s) depending only on 
s. The action (b, i)-coordinate is given by an element of i? depending on s’, s and i. The 
action on the x-coordinate is given by t E Ti or a constant map x’ depending only on s, 
s’, and i. The action on the &coordinate is given by a permutation depending only on 
s’, s, and i. The action on the Go-coordinate is given by h E G, depending only on x, the 
B-coordinate, s, s’, and i. Thus s^ is in the proper semigroup. 
Define A : Y --H G x Bu{O}. 
A(g, BL x {x} x (i), x, (b, 9, s, 4 = (g%(b), b) if b # 0, o if b = 0, 
where 8: is the cross section on the partition n, with support B: E 8; ‘(x) in the ith 
presentation. 
A is surjective: A(Di) = 0, and given (g, b) in G x B we may choose s = [a, g’, b] such 
that C [b’, a] # 0 for some b’. Then b’ - s = b. Let x E e,(b), then B: is the unique block 
of 0;l(x) containing b. Then we have A(gPT(b), B: x {x} x {i}, s, b, i) = (g, b). 
To show that we have a division we must verify A(y * i) = A(y) * s holds for all y E Y 
and s E: S. If y E Di or b. s = 0, then trivially both side are zero. Otherwise, we have two 
cases: if the i-coordinate of y is the same as i(s), then we are done using the same 
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verification of division as that given in part II of the Presentation Lemma (but 
ignoring the s’- and i-coordinates which do not occur there). The remaining case of 
i # i(s) = j, and g, b # 0 is as follows: 
A(g, B:x {x} x {i},x,(b, i), s’, i).s = (gd:(b), b).s 
= (gG(b)S(b), b .4, 
A ((g, Bi x {x> x ii>, x, (by ‘1 z , s’, i).s*) = A(gh, F,(B: x (x} x {i}), x’, (b-s, j), s, j) 
= A (gk B? x {x’} x { j} ), x’, (b . s, j), s,j) 
= (ghcT$(b .s), b . s) 
= (ga:(b){fi(s’)ej(s)s)” (b), b’s). 
We must show that the group coordinates are equal. We know y E Ui and by 
definition of Ui that there is a b’ such that b = b' .s’. Hence 
S’(b’)g(b . s’) = {S’S}” (b’) = {s’f,(s’)ej(s)s}” (b’) = s”(b’){ fi(s’)ej(s)s}- (b’ . s’). 
Cancelling s”(b’) we obtain 
g(b) = { fi(s’)ej(s)s}- (b), 
and multiplying this on the left by ga:(b) completes the proof. 0 
Remark. The ideal I in the above theorem must be zero or O-minimal, otherwise the 
conclusion may fail. We use the Presentation Lemma to show this in the example of 
Section 8. 
Definition 5.1. Let S be a semigroup with some reduction ESE. (Here we allow e E E 
to be contained in J-classes with only trivial subgroup; see the remark following the 
statement of the Reduction Theorem above.) If S enjoys the following properties, then 
S is an almost-disjoint semigroup: 
(1) ESE has a unique O-minimal ideal I. 
(2) There exist Ki, . . . , K,. Each Ki = .I; u ... UJ~~i~y where each J: is a J-class of 
ESE lying directly above I in the J-order. 
(3) Letting Bi denote the set of elements which are in Ki or J-above some element 
of Ki, we require 
Rinkj = $4 for i #j, 
IV ii rZi = ESE. 
i=l 
Notice that the definition implies RilZj c I for i #j. Whence ESE is a union of 
ideals Si = iZ,UZ, which intersect only in I. 
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This definition has the following pictorial interpretation: If S is a reduced semi- 
group with unique O-minimal ideal I, then consider the partially ordered set of 
J-classes of S. Strike out the 0 and O-minimal elements and consider the resulting 
Hasse diagram. The topological components of this diagram can be taken to be the 
&‘s of the definition. 
Corollary 5.1 (Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem). Let S be an almost-disjoint 
semigroup. Then SC = maXi ((IziUI)C}, where the 2;s and I in ESE are as described in 
the definition of almost-disjoint semigroup. 
Proof. By definition of almost-disjoint semigroup, ESE \ I = k, u ... u&. Since ESE 
is a reduction, for all s E ESE\I, there exists a Izi with s E &, and s = esf for some e, 
f E E. So define ei(s) = e and fi(s) = f: Since e, f 2 .,s 2 J some element of Ki, we have 
e, f E I?<. Then for i #j, si E I?i, sj E I?j, we conclude fi(si)ej(sj) E IZiRi E I. The 
hypotheses of the General Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem are satisfied. Thus 
(ESE)c = maxi{(IZiul)c}. But ESEc = SC by the corollary to the Reduction The- 
orem. 0 
Definition 5.2. If S an almost-disjoint semigroup for which each of the Ei contains 
a unique element of E, call S an almost-disjoint union of monoids. It follows from the 
definition of reduction that the unique element ei contained in Z?i is an identity for all 
elements of &. 
Corollary 5.2 (Almost-Disjoint Union of Monoids). ZfS is an almost-disjoint union of 
monoids, then SC = max { (eSe)c: ez = e E S}. 
Proof. By the Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem, SC = maxi{(gi”l}c}. But IziVZ 
has a reduction ei(lZiul)ei = eiSei, which has the same comlexity as &vZ by the 
Reduction Theorem. 0 
Definition 5.3. Let J be the distinguished J-class of a semigroup S. If there exist Ji , 
J2 maximal among all J-classes containing non-trivial groups and 1’ an arbitrary 
J-class of S such that Ji > J’ > J for i = 1, 2, then S is said to have a tall fork. 
The simplest diagram of the J-structure for a semigroup with zero which has a tall 
fork appears in Fig. 5. 
The example of Section 8 below is constructed with this J-structure. 
Corollary 5.3 (Tall fork). If S is a semigroup with no tall forks, then SC = max { (eSe)c : 
e2 = e E S}. 
Proof. Consider a reduction ESE of S, which we know has the same complexity as S. 
If the reduction has a tall fork, so does S. If S is a aperiodic the assertion of the 
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Fig. 5. A tall fork. 
corollary is trivial, otherwise by Lemma 2.3(ii) take a J-class with (ESE)c= 
(T,(ESE))c. It follows easily that (ESE/F(J))c = SC, where 
F(J) = (s E ESE: s 2 J}, 
for T,(F(J)) E (0). We show that ESE/F(J) is an almost-disjoint union of monoids. 
Let I E Jo denote the unique O-minimal ideal of ESE/F(J). Then e E E\F(J) if and 
only if e is in a maximal J-class J, of ESE/F(J). 
Work now in ESE/F(J), which is still reduced and contains no tall fork. Consider 
the distinct minimal J-classes J1, . . . , J, immediately J-above the distinguished ideal 
I. If n = 0, then I = ESE/F(J); since this is reduced, there is a unique e E E\F(J), 
whence I = e(ESE/F(J))e = eSe, and we are done. If n # O., let 
Ri = {s E ESE/F(J):s 2 J Ji}. If no e >J Ji exists, then Ji is a maximal J-class contain- 
ing some unique f~ E. Given e, e’ E E with e, e’ >J Ji, observe that J, and JL are 
distinct if e # e’ by definition of reduction. But then by J,, J,, 2J Ji > I we would have 
a tall fork. Therefore En~i has exactly one element ei. SO ESE/F(J) satisfies (*) by the 
Almost-Disjoint Union of Monoids Corollary. But now 
SC = (ESE/F(J))c = max {(e(ESE/F(J))e)c} 
P E ESE/F(J) 
I max {(eSe)c) I max {(eSe)c} I SC. 
e E ESE/F(J) e’=eES 
Corollary 5.4. Zf S has three or fewer non-zero J-class, then 
Sc = max { (eSe)c: e2 = e E S}. 
Proof. S is too short to contain a tall fork. 0 
Remark. Corollaries 5.4 and 5.2 establish cases (2) and (4) of Theorem 1.4. 
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6. Parallelizability 
When a semigroup S can be decomposed in a non-trivial direct product of 
subsemigroups Si, then S is parallelizable in the obvious sense that its computation 
can be emulated by running the Si in parallel. More generally, we shall say S is 
parallelizable if S divides a wreath product of aperiodics Ai with a product of Sts: 
S<A,o US, “Al. 
[ 1 
If we only consider complexity, we may replace S (resp. Si) by divisors of the same 
complexity. Note that the complexity axioms then imply SC I maxiSiC. 
The following lemma leads to several results on parallelizability and complexity. 
One of these results, the Overlapping Monoids Theorem, is conceptually very close to 
the Almost-Disjoint Union of Monoids Theorem proved above; yet one does not seem 
to imply the other. No result of this section invokes the Presentation Lemma. 
Theorem 6.1 (Retraction Lemma). Ifs is a set-theoretic union ofsubsemigroups Si, and 
there exist functions ri: S -+ Si such that 
VSES, Si E Si, Siri = SiSy (6.4) 
then 




k denqtes the numbers zero and one under multiplication.5 
If, in addition, S acts faithfully on some subset of X c n Si of S, then in fact 
(x~ S) I n (X2 Si)* 
(Note that this is an embedding and that no zeroes need be adjoined to the Sts.) 
Proof. Let us do the faithful case first: Since (X, S) is faithful, so is each (X, Si). Lift 
xEXtoz?=(x, . . . , x). Lift s to 3 = (rI (s), . . . , r,(s)). Then 2. s* = (xrl (s), . . . , XI,(s)) = 
(xs, . . . ,xs). So this clearly gives the desired embedding. 
If there is no X c S on which S acts faithfully on the right, we show that (faithful) 
(S”, S) divides 
CK,S,) x ... X(S:,,S”)]O ; . 
0 
5This monoid is often affectionately called the screamer. The sources of this name is that it “sits quietly” as 
long as ones are input but upon “seeing” an input of zero it “screams forever”, always remaining in the same 
state regardless of further inputs. 
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Let 2 be the set n-tuples (x1, . . . , x,) of So x e-v x So (n times) satisfying xi E SF and all 
entries xi are equal except hat some entries may be zero. Let Y = Z x (O}u(( 1, . . . , l), 1). 
We lift s E S to s^ in the above transformation semigroup. 
((x 1, *** , 4l),4.s*= ((XlSl, .** ,X”S”),O), 
where 
I 
s if SE&, 
si= 0 if s& and 6 = 1, 
ri(s) if s$Si and 6 = 0. 
Observe that Y. s^ E Y, and that each si lies in SF in all cases and depends only on 6 
and s. Lift the state 1 E So0 to ((1, . . . , l), 1). Lift the state 0 E So0 to ((0, . . . , 0), 0). Lift 
any other state s E So0 to z x {0}, where z is the element of Z with the ith entry 0 if 
s E Si and the ith entry s if s E Si. 
Let A(z, 6) be any non-zero entry of z (all such must be equal), or zero if 
z=(O, . . . ,O). We show 
A((z, 6)*$) = A((z, 6))es. (0) 
Thecaseof6=1orz=(O,... ,O) is trivial. If 6 # 1 and zi # 0, then si is s or ri(s) and 
SO zisi = ZiSy and SO ZiS is the common value of both sides of (0). This A establishes the 
division. 0 
Corollary 6.2. Under the conditions of the Retraction Lemma, 
SC = max (S1 c, . . . , L&c). 
Proof. Adjoining a zero or identity does not change complexity. Also (A)c = 0. 
Whence by the complexity axioms SC I max(,S,c, .. . , S,c) + 0 I SC. 0 
The statement of the following is very close to the General Almost-Disjoint 
Semigroup Theorem (cf. Section 5 above), which is essentially a parallelization the- 
orem using a very involved “clutching construction” to go from one parallel factor to 
another. We expect much stronger theorems along this line to be obtained in the 
future. 
Theorem 6.3 (Parallelizability Theorem). Let S be a semigroup with an arbitrary ideal 
I,and S = SIu 1-e US, with each Si a subsemigroup containing I. And suppose for each i, 
there exist idempotents ei and 5 in S (but not necessarily in Si) such that 
eisi = si and sip = si for all si E Si, fjeiE1 for i #j. 
Then S” divides [nl= 1 So] 0 (A). Hence, SC = max {Sic}. 
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Proof. If s$Si, choose any j SO that s E Sj and take ri(s) = fiejs for s E Sj. Observe 
sifiejs = sis for all si E Sip and, since I is an ideal containing f;ej, also hejs E I G Si. If 
s E Si, let Yi(s) = s. Now apply the Retraction Lemma. 0 
Remark. From the proof we see that more is true: (1) It is not necessary to assume 
that I is an ideal, but only a right ideal. Also it is possible to drop consideration of 
I and hei completely by requiring that Siej G Si for each ej (for instance, Si a right 
ideal). (2) The elements ej (but not A!) could be allowed to depend on sj (and even on i) 
for then taking ri(sj) = fiej(sj, i)sj for sj$Si still works. Moreover, there is no reason to 
require that the ei and f;: actually be idempotents. 
Corollary 6.4 (Overlapping Monoids Theorem). Let S = UesEeSe, where E is some set 
of idempotents of S, and let I be an arbitrary (right) ideal such that I E eSe for each 
e E E. Furthermore, assume fe E I for distinct f, e E E. Then S” divides [Zl eSe”] o(A). 
Hence SC = maxeEE(eSe)c. 
Proof. Take the S;s to be the eSe’s and observe e(ese) = ese, (fsf )f = fsf and for 
e #f, fe E I. So the assertion follows from the Parallelizability Theorem. 0 
Remark. (1) Notice that, in contrast to the Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem and 
Almost-Disjoint Union of Monoids Corollary (see Section 5), the ideal I need not be 
zero or O-minimal, in fact it need not even be two-sided. However, the theorems of this 
section require greater control of idempotents acting on I. In particular, in the 
almost-disjoint union of monoids the idempotents did not have to act as the identity 
on I; whereas this must be true in the overlapping monoids case. 
(2) In the counterexample S to (*) of Section 8, observe that t is not contained in 
any eSe, so the overlapping monoids case does not apply. It is easy to check, also by 
considering t, that the Parallelizability Theorem cannot be applied. 
(3) This corollary completes the proof of Theorem 1.4 by establishing case (3). 
(4) To disprove the conjecture of Section 8 below, one needs only to find a J- 
ordering with tall fork which may always be reduced so that the Overlapping 
Monoids Theorem applies. 
7. Complexity of two J-Class Semigroups 
As an application of the Presentation Lemma, we now easily recover the result of 
Tilson [12] from the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.1 (“Tie Your Shoes”). Suppose a group-mapping semigroup S with O-minimal 
ideal Jo = &“(G, A, B; C) has a presentation given by a relational morphism 
(0, q):(B’, S) + (X, T) with partitions and cross sections as in the Presentation 
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Lemma. Then : 
(1) If T is aperiodic: For H a subgroup of S, there is an e2 = e E T with H c p-‘(e) 
andfor all x E X, b E g-‘(x), we have b.H contained in 0- ‘(x-e). (This says that b- H is 
a pointlike set in that all its elements must lie in the inverse image of some point, no 
matter what 8 is used.) 
(2) Given a cross section [a] with support containing some b and b0 which are 
attached, there is an a0 E A, such that we have 8(b) = C(b, ao)a(bo)C(bo, ao). 
(3) For any D E Bfor which all elements of D are transitively attached with respect to 
D, there is at most one cross section [a] with support D. 
(4) If 0 -‘(x)\(O) = B’ E B, then the partition II, blocks Bi are unions of the 
equivalence classes Dj which are transitively attached with respect to B’. Each Dj is 
transitively attached with respect to itself, and the cross section [a!J with support Bi has 
an aspect on each Dj s Bi determined as in 2. 
Remark. The restrictions on cross sections given as parts 2-4 of this lemma (which 
apply to presentations of arbitrary degree) are often collectively referred to as “Tie 
Your Shoes”. 






Then ps restricted to ps l(H) is a semigroup homomorphism. Take U E ps ‘(H) 
minimal (under inclusion) among subsemigroups mapping onto H. Clearly for all 
u E U, uU and Uu still map onto H and are contained in U. So by minimality 
UU = U = Uu, implying U is a group. But then p=(U) is a subgroup of aperiodic T, 
hence it consists of a single element e2 = e. It follows that U = H x {e}. So, for all 
h E H, we have e E cp(h). Now given x E X with b E g-‘(x), by definition of relational 
morphism g(b)e E B(b. h), so b-H E 8-‘(xse). 
(2) Take a0 with C(bo, ao)C(b, ao) # 0. Let s = [ao, 1, bo]. Multiplication directly 
shows [a, 1, b]s = [a, C(b, ao), b,] and [a, 1, bo]s = [a, C(bo, ao), b,]. So b. s = 
boas = bo. Since 8 is a cross section, a(b,)S(b,) = a(b)S(b). But s”(b) = C(ao, b) and 
g(bo) = C(ao, bo). 
(3) If support (a) were partitioned into blocks D,u -.a uDk with attached b E Di and 
b. E Dj, it must be that i = j for otherwise ‘s could not be 0-injective on the blocks. 
Transitivity implies that there could be at most one block. Thus if [a] is a cross section 
with support D, then by definition it follows, by (2) and transitivity, that 8 is effectively 
determined by its value at bo. Under projectivization this value is arbitrary and hence 
there is at most one possible cross section [a] with support D. Observe we have just 
indicated how to effectively compute [a]. 
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(4) Recall that any aspect of a cross section is a cross section. Given any B’ C_ B, we 
may partition B’ = DIu -.. uDk with Dj a maximal subset ransitively attached with 
respect to B’. Trivially each Dj is transitively attached with respect to itself. If [a] 
represents a cross section with support B’, the aspect of [a] with support Dj is the 
(only possible) cross section for Dj, so [a] is completely specified by choosing a(dj) for 
representatives djE Dj. The partition blocks of any cross section with support B’ are 
thus necessarily unions of the D]s. This determines all partitions and cross sections 
with support B’ for which every s = [a, g, b,] in J will induce a O-injection. Moreover, 
such an s will induce a O-injection mapping such a cross section into any cross section 
whose support contains bO. lJ 
Theorem 7.2 (Tilson [12]). The complexity of a semigroup S having at most two 
non-zero J-classes is efectively computable. 
New Proof (uia Presentation Lemma): Without loss of generality assume S has 
a zero. If S contains no non-trivial group then SC = 0. Otherwise SC 2 1. By 
Lemma 2.3, S has a group-mapping homomorphic image of the same complexity, so 
we may assume S is group-mapping since replacing it by a homomorphic image 
cannot increase the number of J-classes. If there is only one non-zero J-class, then 
recall from Corollary 2.4 that S divides (Go, G)o(B’,R,(S)). But in this case, 
Green-Rees-Sushkevych coordinates show that the image of RJ restricted to Jo 
consists of maps which are possibly sometimes zero but otherwise constant, so R,(S) is 
aperiodic and SC I 1 + 0. Next consider the case of two non-zero J-classes. Since S is 
group-mapping, one of these is the unique O-minimal J-class, say J, containing 
a non-trivial group and the other J-class JZ satisfies JZ >,J. 
Moreover we may replace S by a reduction ESE. If JZ contains no non-trivial 
group, ESE c Jo and so S has complexity one. Otherwise let H be a non-trivial group 
in JZ with idempotent e. ESE = ese = HueJeu{O} has e as an identity element. 
Changing notation write S = HuJu{O}. By the Ideal Theorem, SC 5 Jot + Hc = 2. 
Now SC is either two or one. If SC = 1, by the Presentation Lemma, there must exist 
a presentation of S of degree 0. 
By the above lemma, there is an e E cp(H) and for any b E B, there is an x = x. e E X 
(replacing x by x*e if necessary) such that b E F’(x) and b-H c b-q-‘(e) c O-‘(x). 
Hence any presentation would have a partition JI, of 8-‘(x)\(O) 2 b. H with 
appropriate cross sections. The partition ZI, restricts to cross sections with support 
contained in b * H. By the lemma, we know all possible cross sections on b. If. Also 
each h E H must O-inject he blocks of b. H into themselves. But now we can construct 
another presentation of degree O! The target transformation semigroup (X’, T ‘) will 
have X’ = (0) u { b * H 1 b E B}. For each b E B, let 0’(b) be related to b * H and 0; and let 
e’(0) = X’. Let q’(h) be the identity on X’, let (p’([u,g, b]) be the constant value b * H 
map (but taking zero to itself), and finally let q’(O) be the constant zero map. Let 
T’ = q’(S), which is clearly aperiodic. Now (e’, cp’) is a relational morphism to 
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(X’, T ‘), and restricting the partitions and cross sections for the original presentation 
yields partitions and cross sections for P’ = (P, cp’). 
Although we used the original partitions and cross sections to get this presentation, 
notice that we defined the relational morphism P’ without using (0, cp). We only know 
that existence of some degree 0 presentation implies there is a degree 0 presentation 
with relational morphism P’. So to decide whether or not SC = 1, it suffices to check 
all possible combinations of partitions and cross sections for P’ and determine 
whether or not any give a presentation for S. However since we know the supports of 
the cross sections are blocks partitioning the b. H (or zero), we can restrict to the 
partitions and cross sections which work for all s E J as determined in the lemma. (In 
fact, as overkill, observe that since P V- l(G) is finite we could just check all possible 
lines and partitions on the b - H’s without narrowing down the field of cross sections. 
In practice however it will be useful to restrict consideration to lines permitted by the 
Lemma). 0 
Use of this effective algorithm is illustrated in the next section. 
8. Counterexample: Complexity is not local 
We now use the previous results to construct a group-mapping counterexample to 
(*) from [9]. Note the J-classes of the example from a tall fork. 
Let the O-minimal J-class of S be given by the Rees matrix semigroup 
Jo = JZO(G, A, B; C) with group G = ZZ = (1, - l}, right letters B = (1, 2, 3, 4, l’, 
3’1, left letters A = {a,, a 2, a3, u4, u5, u6, u7}, with regular B x A matrix C (with all 







Observe that right letter pairs 1 and 2; 2 and 3; 3 and 4; 4 and 1; and 1’ and 3’ are 
attached. Taking transitive closure yields two equivalences classes 1,2, 3,4 and l’, 3’, 
each transitively closed with respect to itself. Introduce two maximal J-classes 
.J1 = Z4 = {h, h2, h3, h4 = e idempotent} = (h) and J2 = Z2 = {z, zz =f idem- 
potent} = <z>. Define JIJZ = J2Jl = (0). Define an action of Jr on left letters by 
h*ui = ui+l for i = 1,2, 3; h.u4 = al; h.uj = 0 for j = 5, 6, 7; and an action of J2 on 
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left letters by z*ai = 0 for i = 1,2,3,4; z*ag = a6; z.a6=a5;z’a7=a7.Fors=hor 
s = z define s [ai, g, b] = [sai, g, b] if sai # 0. Define an action of Jr on right letters by 
i * h = i + 1 for i = 1, 2, 3 and 4. h = 1; 1’. h = 3’. h = 0; and an action of J2 via 
i *z = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1’ *z = 3’ and 3’ *z = 1’. Define [ai,g,j]s = [ai, g, j. s] for 
j.s # 0. Thus the cyclic group J1 cyclically permutes {aI, a2, a3, a4) on the left and 
{ 1,2,3,4) on the right; while cyclic J2 permutes {as, a6} and fixes a7 on the left and on 
the right permutes {l’, 3’). So far this defines a semigroup S’ with three non-zero 
J-classes. (Associativity of S may easily be checked by verifying the linked equations, 
see [7, Ch. 71. 
S(b)C(b.s,a) = C(b, s*a)i(a), 
where the definitions of s *a and ?(a) are dual to those of b. s and s”(b), respectively, 
using the action of s on the left of Jo.) 
Observe that this semigroup S’ has complexity one: by the Almost-Disjoint Semi- 
group Theorem S’c = max{(J1uJo)c, (J2uJo)c). JluJo has a reduction 
S; = JIueJe, which has O-minimal ideal eJe obtained by restricting C and the left 
letters to AI = {aili = 1, 2, 3, 4) and right letters to B1 = (1, 2, 3, 4). There is 
a relational morphism B(B,) = {b, 0} = X, 0(O) = 0, cp(S;) = {e2 = e, 0}, and x.e = x, 
x * 0 = 0. Let IZb be the partition of B1 with exactly one equivalence class, and let 
a,(i) = 1 E G for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. This is a presentation of S; of degree 0. Also R,,,(Sr) 
consists of Z4 and maps which are constant except hat they may also take the value 0. 
Thus (&(S;))c = 1. By the Presentation Lemma, Sic I max(0 + 1, 1) = 1. S; con- 
tains a non-trivial group so its complexity is at least one, so (J1 uJ’)c = 1. Similar 
considerations how that J2u Jo has reduction S; = J2ufJfof complexity one as well. 
Hence S’c = 1. 
We enlarge S’ by a single null J-class to obtain a complexity two semigroup 
S = (S’, t). Let t act as follows on Jo: [ai, g, i] t = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. On the right, 
[a,g,l’]t=[a, -g,1]and[a,g,3’]t=[a,g,3].Ontheleft,t[ai,g,j]=Ofori=5,6, 
7 and t[ai, g, j ] = [a& -g,j] for i = 1, 4; and t[ai, g, j] = [as, g, j] for i = 2, 3. 
Observe t2 acts as 0 on either side of J, so for S to be group-mapping t2 = 0. Thus we 
have new null J-class J’ with two R-classes and four L-classes: 
t th th2 th3 
zt zth zth’ zth3 
and J1 JZ >,J’ >,J >,O. 
Now S is reduced, but the Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem no longer applies. 
Observe that eSe = e(JIuJ’uJO)e = S; and fSf=f(J2uJ’uJ0)f= S;, since 
J’z = 0 = hJ’. So # (S) = max(eSe,fSf) = 1. 
Now 1 < SC I (J1uJ2u{O})c + (J’uJ’)c = 1 + 1 = 2, by the Ideal Theorem, 
Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem (applied to J1 u J2u (0)) and Reduction 
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Theorem (applied to J’uJO). If Sc < 2, by the Presentation Lemma, there would exist 
a presentation of S of degree 0: a relational morphism from (BO, S) to (X, T), 
T aperiodic, with partitions and cross sections as in the Presentation Lemma. For the 
right letter l’, as in the lemma of the previous section, we have an x E X with 
l’.Zz = {I’, 3’) c S-‘(x). 
Also, taking t’ E q(t) and e’ E cp(e) with Z4 E p-l(e’) we have 
O-l(x.t’e’) 2 O-‘(x*t’).qp-l(e’) 2 F’(x)*cp-‘(t’)cp-‘(e’) 2 ({1’,3’}.t).Z, 
= (19 3) .& = { 1, 2, 3, 4). 
By the “Tie Your Shoes” Lemma (3), there is at most one possible cross section on 
each of { 1,2, 3,4) and {l’, 3’) since each is transitively attached with respect o itself. 
Take a’ a representative of a cross section of support containing {l’, 3’). Then, by the 
above calculation, the 8’. t is an aspect of a cross section [a] with support containing 
{ 1,2,3,4}. By hypothesis te = t maps [a’] to an aspect of [a]. So there is a g E G with 
19(1’. t) = ga’(l’)t’(l’) = - ga’(1’) = - gC(1’,a,)a’(3’)C(3’,a7) = - ga’(3’), and also 
8(3’* t) = ga’(3’)$3’) = g8’(3’), therefore a(l) = 8(1’s t) = - a(3’. t) = - a(3). But 
a(l) = C(l,a,)8(4)C(4, u4) = d(4) = C(4, a,)a(3)C(3, us) = a(3). It follows that 
--a(3) = a(3), an absurdity. Therefore no such presentation exists, and SC = 2. This 
constitute a counter-example to (*). 
In fact, any proper divisor of S has complexity less than two. To show this it suffices 
to consider homomorphic images of S and maximal subsemigroups ofS. One of these 
is S’ = S\J’ which we have already seen has complexity one. S\J, has e(S\Jz)e = S;, 
with complexity one, as a reduction. Let K be the two element subgroup of J, = Z4. 
Then (S\J1)uK is maximal, and a degree 0 presentation may be constructed (since 
the inverse image of some element related to 1 must contain 1,3 but need not contain 
1, 2, 3,4. This allows the construction of appropriate cross sections. We leave this as 
an exercise for the reader). The only other possible maximal subsemigroups must be 
derived by removing elements of the distinguished J-class. Since J is regular, the 
maximal subsemigroup M has O-minimal J-class MnJ, and thus is obtained by 
restricting the group G or the structure matrix C to fewer rows and/or columns. The 
group G cannot be made smaller as F( 1’) = - 1 (and t cannot be removed or we are in 
case S\J’). If an element ai with i = 1,2,3,4 is removed, then since & permutes these 
transitively, so are all Ui, i = 1,2,3,4, then already it follows t#M or M = S\ J (which 
maps aperiodically to Z,uZ,u{O}). (Similarly for right letters 1,2,3,4; or l’, 3’; or left 
letters us, as.) Finally if u7 were removed 1’ and 3’ would no longer be attached, 
although they must still be in the same block since t, which maps them both to the 
single block (1, 2, 3, 4}, must be 0-injective on blocks; but now we can define 
a non-constant cross section with support {l’, 3’) and representative a(1’) = - 1, 
8(3’) = 1. Observe t maps the cross section into a unique cross section with support 1, 
2, 3, 4. From this, it is easy to construct a degree 0 presentation of M. Therefore no 
proper subsemigroup of S has complexity 2. 
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Next consider homomorphic images of S. If a homomorphism is injective on J then 
it is injective on S, by faithfulness of action of S on J (recall S is group-mapping). 
Therefore a proper homomorphism cp cannot be injective on J. We may assume 
‘p cannot be factored into proper homomorphisms. It is easy to show such cp restricted 
to Jo E &‘(Z2, A, B; C) must identify proportional rows or columns of C or be 
non-injective on the structure group. A group-mapping semigroup cannot have 
proportional rows or columns in its distinguished ideal (again by faithfulness of the 
left and right actions), so our 50 must map Zz to the trivial group. But the image of J, 
hence of J’uJ’, is aperiodic, and so by the Fundamental Lemma of Complexity, 
(cp(S)lcp(J”~J’))c = (cp(S))c; but 1 = @+J&u(0))c = (S/(PuJ’))c 2 (q(S)/ 
cp(JOuJ’))c. So no proper homomorphic image has complexity 2. 
Thus S is of a very special type, called critical. 
Definition 8.1. A semigroup S is critical if all its proper divisors T satisfy Tc < SC. 
Clearly if we could effectively determine which semigroups are critical, then we 
could effectively determine the complexity of any semigroup. If S is not reduced, it is 
not critical. If S is not group-mapping, it has a group-mapping homomorphic image 
with the same complexity, and so cannot be critical. If the Almost-Disjoint Semigroup 
Theorem or its corollaries can be applied non-trivially to S, then S is not critical. 
Therefore any critical S is a reduced, group-mapping, and the Almost-Disjoint 
Semigroup Theorem does not apply. An interesting question is, What must be added 
to these conditions to characterize the critical semigroups? The tall fork occurs as the 
J-structure of a critical semigroup. What are the possible J-class structures in the 
critical case? The Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem restricts the possibilities, but 
are these essentially the only restrictions? Can we find all critical J-class structures 
effectively? At this writing, all of these questions are still open, but in all the known 
examples the following conjecture, which some of the authors believe, holds: 
Conjecture. A partial order P with more than two elements and with 0 is the 
J-structure of some critical semigroup with 0 if and only if P has a unique element J
directly above 0 and the Hasse diagram P remains connected when we remove J and 0. 
If P is a partial order with more than two elements with zero for the J-structure of 
a group-mapping semigroup and the diagram becomes disconnected upon removing 
the O-minimal ideal we may apply the Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem, so one 
direction of this conjecture holds. 
9. Personal remarks 
“Of course Rhodes did everything.” The longer story is that Tilson discovered cross 
sections in the summer of 1968 when beginning work on [12], but found them 
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unappealing. Rhodes however loved cross sections and with the help of then Berkeley 
Ph.D. student S. Baase wrote down the first proof of the Presentation Lemma in 
1968-1969. By 1971, Henckell had overheard Rhodes talking to M. Putcha at 
Berkeley and saying that the Presentation Lemma was useless without an explicit 
description of pointlike sets. In his Ph.D. dissertation Henckell constructively de- 
scribed all sets which are pointlike with respect to aperiodic semigroups. A first 
version of the present paper was written by Austin and Henckell when they were 
graduate students under the direction of Rhodes between 1973 and 1978. This version 
included earlier forms of the Almost-Disjoint Semigroup Theorem and its corollaries, 
but it languished in a file cabinet until 1991-1992, when Nehaniv added the introduc- 
tory sections on semi-local theory and complexity, and rewrote and cleaned up the 
proofs. New sections giving the modern formulation of the Presentation Lemma and 
the new proof of Tilson’s theorem were written by Nehaniv based on discussions and 
lectures from Rhodes in cafes. The section on parallelizability and all results there are 
due to Nehaniv. 
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